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Council accepts bid offer on property
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Memfakrs of the Murray City
Council voted Thursday night to
accept the Kentucky Department
of Transportation's bid offer for
property on U S 6.41 North owned
by the city.
The motion to approve the offer
was tabled at the council's Jan. 27
meeting to allow Mayor Holmes
Ellis to meet with Department of
Transportation officials to further
discuss the issue.
The property, 3.10 acres, currently-errupted hrthe-Cttr Streeta
Department. brought a bid of
1.50.730. The state Wants the property in order to widen-Abet Pot:
tion of the highway.

Council members at the Jan 2:
road to , it
properik located
meeting were concerned ‘4 101 the. behind the parcel being bought by
offer of 38 cents per square
the state
Department of
when it was believed that adia
I ransportation officials in the
cent property had sold for a higher
Reidland offii .upport this re
price
quest but final approk al would
In the mayor's Telan-t to the
haVI. to cunt,' from Frankfort
Z-ouncil Thursday he said: - 1 aas
The council %.itied a-1. w ail two
told that smaller parcels of land
members absent III favor of the
are more valuable than larger ,propilS1.41
tracts and 'raw property.: such as - The council .mlso approved the
ours, is less valuable than
proposed P1113 tiii(igrt for the %lin
developed property which might
la% T011111111 I.0111111INNI,NI
be appraised at $2 or more pet
Stan Kek chairman "1 ti,,• ,"to
square foot "
Several hiuntred-feet-of
perty is reportedly in the flood
plane. .
Ellis alsoi reported that he hail
requested an additional aci -es',

promotions consultant. to pr. % hie
-creative direction for laa.i pro
motions "
added that the firm
a ill provide information on
ak ailable media Mid .iis:•.1"st III thr
planning of print. radio and telek
sion advertising
jhe cominissiOn plans pia,
ment of six outtlu M.r advert isink;
bill boa rris-7 using the theme-Scout Murray ". art Iirafferiville.
ilbertsville. !mover. Tenn : Catlit
and two locations III l'AillIcah neat'
Interstate 24
inission_presented the budial and
the billboartis will measure lo
ans-sverrit -questions
• feet-b* 30 feet and will allow the.
council'
maim inoothk
he repot(is) tii,.t ..te "mons
events
shin haft _at-law-oat Bei-him! ktf-'eer--kerrettortert that tia--hrtItinara,
t,'ir,i of Paducah. a profegsinal
kt'S,11i111.kied On Page_

New requirements focus of school board

IT LOOKS LIKE RENO SWEENEY — No, it's really Lou*
Weatherly In the role (her favorite) of the well-known night club
singer in Cole Porter's "Anything Goes." Ben Moore appeared as the
born-blowing Gabriel,the ship's steward.

Role as Reno Sweeney
favorite of Weatherly
In the summer of 1981, then-conununity theatre director Richard
Valentine returned to his office to inquire about the casting for the
musical "Anything Goes." He was most concerned about the importeat role of ReneSweeney,a Mae West-style of cabaret singer.
"Reno Sweeney was just here," said production assistant Jay
Overton."You mean Louise Weatherly," Valentine responded.
"No,"said Overton,"I mean Reno Sweeney."
That is the story that Valentine tells when he recounts his experiences with Murray's finest character actress — Louise Weatherly. She has brought life to several community theatre productions.
but then, according to her own story, theatre has brought light to her
life as well.
Weatherly has been active in education and the arts since her
graduation from Murray State University as an elementary education major.She taught for 18 years, including guidance work in three
different school systems. Then heart trouble forced an early retirement. From October 1900 until March 1981, she spent over 130 days in
the hospital.
"When I auditioned for "Anything(oes," I was still regaining my
strength. Richard (Valentine) and B.J. Berrill talked me into auditioning and it was the best thing that ever happened to me," she said.
"In rehearsals, I learned to pace myself — get some exercise. but
don't overdo."
But plays seldom limit for more than one month. By late summer.
with little to do,the theatre came to her aid again.
"When Roy and David went to school(husband Roy is a teacher at
Murray Middle School, where son David is a student), I was alone in
the house for the first time. I had always gone to school in the fall."
"When you don't feel really well and you just sit at home, you can
make yourself sicker." But Valentine asked her to assist with box office management during her free time, "end that chance helped me
preserve my sanity."
Since that time,the woman who was told by doctors to stay at home
and rest has performed in eight stage productions and has become a
central figure in the administration of the theatre.
Audiences will recall her rendition of Lady Bracknell in "The Importance of Being Earnest," and as Mrs. Montague in "The Haunting
of Hill House." She played a street walker, an actress and — believe
It or not — a dinosaur, in ''The Skin of Our Teeth." and stopped every
show with her performance of Mae Peterson in "Bye Bye, Birdie.'
Weatherly prefers character roles to leading parts. "You have
more time to work on your character, to bring out traits and quirks
that give her a real personality."
Former producing director Linda Begley appreciates that quality.
"When young people see Louise at work as an actress,they learn that
there are no small parts; that you can't just stand there waiting for
your next line. She never stops working on a better character and
that makes her so much fun to work with. She's wonderfuL"
Audiences agree, and few people who have enjoyed
formances can keep from commenting on her lively,
roles. Does Louise still get a "kick" from theatre after two y
of
near-constant activity?
"There is nothing like it. When you're on and you come off stage
after a good performance, you could turn right around and do it all
over again."
And West Kentucky is glad she feels that way.

MSU's spring enrollment is up

-

Preliminary spring enrollment
Information for Murray State
University indicates that the
number of full-time students is the
Largest in 12 years. A total 5,406
full-time students are enrolled at
Murray State this spring, nearly
100 more than comparable figures
for spring lin. Tt enrollinent is
the highest since 1171 when 5,130
students enrolled.
Presideet Constantine W Currie
expressed considerable satisfaction with the enrollment figures,
"When I was appointed president
In 1873. the resists establiebed as

their first priority a reversal of
the 18 percent decline in full-time
students which the university had
experienced over the previous five
years. The enrollment figures for
this spring are testimony ,to the
quality educational programs offered at Murray State and provide
a sound student enrollment bow
for the coming decade."
Part-time student enrollments
will not be available until after all
off-campus dames are established. Enrollment figures comparabie to last year's are projected.
•
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By CHAR1.E.S HONEY
Staff Writer
Calloway Coaray school officials
are optimistic about their high
school students' ability to meet
new state graduation requirements But mixed with that
optimism is a little concern about
the requirements' effects on
marginal students and-vocational

Thursday night "If I were tnt
other school system I'd be a
lot more concerned than I ani
Ile was alluding not only to the
graduation requirements but to
new college admimion standards
adopted by the state and by the
NI
Most Calloway student.% are
Meeting the new graduation .reprograms. •
- quirements already-. said Milky
"I don't want to be overconfiand Superintendent Jack Rose
dent, but I'm not all that concernTime only,sequired course. out now
ed," high school Principal Jerry
regularly offered at(VHS ia world
Ainley told the school board civilization, they said Adding-two
or three sections of that next year
will "probably require some shifting of faculty," Rose said
World civilization has been offered every three or four years.
Tonight *cloudy with lows in
Ainley said
the upper 2C91. Light north
Beyond that, Calloway alreath.
winds. Saturday mostly cloudy.
requires the new state reHighs in the upper 30s Light
quirements of four years' English
north winds.
and two years of math and science
LAKE LEVELS
in the first two years of high
Lake Barkley
354 2
school, Rolle said. And most
Kentucky Lake
35-1 3
students graduate with M credits,
to which the state upped - the
pre v nous requirement of 18
The only change other than the
One Section 16 Pages
addition of World Coalizat
will
14 J
Classifieds.
be that sophomores will no longer
Comics
13
be able to substitute oral cumCrosswords ..
3
mumcation for English II. /kinky
13
Dear Abby ...
explained. Chairman Jerry
13
horoscope
Overbey said the board should
4,5
Murray Today.
consider making oral conamoucaObituaries
16
tion a requirement
..3
Perspective
The 20-credit rule does raise a
Sports ...
10,11
potential problem, Rase said
**I think for many students who
MISS
may be having difficulty attaining
YOUR PAPER!
18 credits, this may be a situation
Subscribers
ta, ho t they have difficulty denting
received their home dei..ertai
with...I hope that youngster who
needs a high school education and
copy of The Merrey Ledger & news
Just barely has the potential to do
by 5 30 p m Monday Fri,fay or
It, doesn't get left out."
by 3 30 p m Saturdays are unied
to coil 153.1116 between 5:30
Overbey wondered whether the
p.m. led 6 p.m., Meekly tioreoph Frirequirements might increase the
day, fir 3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m Setw• school's drop-out rate Amley said
he thinks that "with careful
drfs•
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Heart fund campaign
begins on local level
The Calloway County Unit of the events, help fund hfe saving Heart
American Heart Association Association programs.
Kentucky-affiliate serves as this
At an administrative cast of, II
year's Heart Fund Campaign cents out of the dollar the Heart
Chairman for Calloway County. Association last year, invested
The 1963 state chairman, Attorney over
200.000 in Kentucky
General Steven I.. Beshear,thank- research, invested nearly $156.000
ed the unit for leading this year's In the national research program
campaign.
sad offered -several community
Individual leadership for the MOO services.
local fund raising appeal Se'Pryices to the community Include!: Madge Woodard,Guy $ni. cluded training in carington and Edith Nuffinsper for d tape
y resuscitation
Murray; T.C. Harselmegz
screenCIPR).
Schwarm for rural
ings.
risk factors
County.
sae as well as
leading to
Beshear reports the Mb goal seagoorsfor
and nurses
as $1,1211,010. He amid cosChairman I rCellSnort
munities acme/ Oho Saks to sip- reeaelhins
• the import their local 411.1.40111111MIthe pieties
• Heart Fund
mission of the Mort= alert gift nod I
ed the other
Association
y Heart' Fund
Conway
"Heart disease Ii a SWIM We
providing leader'
can't live with Hes*
to a successful
blond
vessel diseases kill
than all other causes
suggested tht the coin'
I
combined,- stated Dr. F. labasa
take advantage -of the "A
Olash, President of the Kentuelip
To Remember" program.. A
Affiliate of the American Heart
bution is made to the Heart
Association
Association to honor a person or
"Bet, with a 25 percent decline spacial occasion An appropriate
In deeths from heart disease since acknowledgement card — SymHON" he explained. "there's no pathy, Get Well or flgxbcial Occareason to believe that we can not sion
is sent to the person or
continue to progress in the trest- family designated by the conment, diagnosis and prevention of tributor Those interested may
heart disease." ireliniary Heart contact Anne Barrows at the Bank
month, and a variety of special of Murray.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook

Hazel couple urges more
to support Century Club
EDITOR'S NOTE
The
following story is the third in a
aeries describing thoughts and
feelings of Murray State University. ('entury Club members during
the organization's fund drive
which supports higher education i

using

Mr
Cook stresars that hr
more people in Callow:is and silt
rounding counties should be mole
supportive of the. club doe ti the
economic influence of (hi,'
city to the region
Ile added that. the board of
By RUTH ANN COMBS
regents' matching funds program
Staff Writer .
tit-TVCA as an a41414•41 incentive for
• N'oung people are the
new meintiers
backisnie of our country and I feel
flue program Utilizes
Set
that if we can help them in some aside for the board of regents to
!titian way it will benefit all of us.•'
match contributions of new
This, according to Mrs Bob members or members who have
Jessie P Cook. Hazel, is one of the
missed a year or more in
reason for the Cooks' involvement donating
in Murray State University's
also matches any amount.
Alumni Affairs-sponsored Cen- over $100, donated by any 1111`1111/rl
tury Club scholarship program
of the club. .17:or_ es.iimple,.. if
The Cooks are beginning their
regular $100 contributor chooses
11th year of support 'to the pro- to donate $150 this year, the addigram and Mr ('rink says he feels tional $50 will be matched by the
that it is a good opportunity 'to help regents'fund
a young person receive a scholarThe official fund drive is flow in
ship who otherwise might not be
progress in Calloway (•ounty
able to attend college
Anyone interested in making a
The Century Club is made up of contribution to the scholarship
individuals who rontribute $100 or fund is urged to contact any
more per year for the purpose of „ member of the club or the Alumni
scholarships to be awarded to in- Affairs office af 762-3737.
coming college freshmen.
l)onna Herndon. director of
The Cooks are the parents of two Alumni Affairs. stresses that all
daughters, one currently atten- contributions are used for scholarding MSU and the other an MSU ships with all administrative. costs
graduate who is now teaching
being paid by-the Alumni AssociaPaula Stutta, the older of the two tion,
daughters, teaches elementary
She adds thit, new to the pro-

reading in Clinton. She has both a
bachelor's and mester's degree
from MSU...
'Regina Cook Is currently working on her master's degree and
serving as a graduate teaching
assistant She earned her
_bacheair''s degree at MU also..
The Cooks attribute their interest in MSU and • tile Century
Club to their daudiVers' attendance and to Mr. Cook's work with
the university through his adver-

gram this year is a pre-authorized
monthly giving system where She
contributor designates a certain
amount of money to be withdrawn

from his or her bank acco3uit on
-the same day each month to be
paid to the Century Club. .
' 'Mika will enable several people

to contribute who could not pay
$100 at one time,"she said
Century Club 'scholarships are
awarded to incoming freshmen in
amounts of 8300.
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From Gloria to Joyce-Davenport,TV women continue to change
senior vice president for creative affairs at Embassy Television. -I
think it's outrageous."
Deanne Bartley, producer of the NBC series "The Family Tree,"
worries that the image of women projected by television makes them
vulnerable to violence.
"Who gets beat up on television?" she asks. "It's usually women. I
know when I'm on the street! worry that! may be seen as a victim. It
unnerves me."
A 1972 University of Pennsylvania study concluded that women
were outnumbered 3-1 by men in prime-time television, more likely
to be a victim of violence and were usually shown in roles subordinate to men.
Lillian Gallo, a producer and former network executive, feels that
the influx of women into decision-making roles within the industry is
improving the situation.
"It's getting stronger. Women have more roles," she said. "More
women are becoming network executives and they tend to do more
stones with women"
NBC's Susan Baerwald said, "I think we •get a little bit of
everything. For instance, a realistic image such as Joyce Davenport
on 'Hill Street Blues' is still idolized. I think she's somewhat of a
man's view of the perfect woman. The hookers on 'Hill Street Blues'
are gorgeous. They're a man's fantasy."
She said, however, she liked the image portrayed by Jaclyn Smith
in the upcoming miniseries "Rage of Angels."
-I think she combines a vulnerability with a sense of strength,"
Ms. Baerwald said. "It is idolized. but I think Ws an accurate picture
of the modern woman."
Sidney Sheldon, who wrote the novel on which "Rage of Angels" is
based. said, -What's needed use series with a woman in control and

By JERRY BUCK
AP Television Writer
IA)S ANGELES (AP; — Beautiful and self-assured Jennifer Hart
of "Hart to Hart." Groping and insecure Gloria Bunker Stivic in
"Gloria" Gullible and troubled Sue Ellen Ewing on "Dallas"
Tough-minded and ambitious Chris Cagney of "Cagney and Lacey."
Women on television have come a long way since they took their
cues from "Hi. Mom. I'm home! What's for dinner?" But the image
of today's prune-tune ferria' le still seems, at times, to be a reflection
In a fun house mirror. Many industry observers feel the picture needs
further tuning toward reality.
Series like "The Mary Tyler Moore Show," "Hill Street Blues" and
"Cagney and Lacey" have done much to adjust the image, as have
movies like "Eleanor, First Lady of the World," "Games Mother
Never Taught You" and •'The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman."
But a recent study by the National Commission on Working Women
found that women on television are more likely to be younger than in
real life, white, a professional, and either upper middle class or
wealthy
How do women actually working in the television industry view the
issue'
'The image on 'Hart to Hart' is one people want to see," said Susan
Baerwald, NBC's vice president for miniseries and novels for television "Is it real' I don't know I'm not sure that peoplewant reality "
Ann Beatts. creator and producer of the C138 comedy "Square
Pegs," said, "Gloria' is about a woman finding herself. I'd like to
see a show about a woman who's already found herself."
Others were not so optimistic
• We have done some good things in television, but the majority of
women on television are victims and harlots," said Virginia Carter,

who is geed at what she does. I didn't realise until about 15 years ago
how chauvinistic we are. Society is dented against women fulfilling
themselves.
-I like to write about women who are talented and capable, but
most important, retain their femininity." Sheldon said. "Women
because men can't do
have enormous power — their femininity
without It.
One of the most seen women on television is Maj. Margaret
Houlihan of CBS'"M-A-S-H." In the beginning. 11 years ago,she was
"Hot Lips," a shrill woman of easy morals. In recent years she evolved into a warm and caring person,
wasn't so much as how she was behaving as how they treated
her." said her alter ego. actress Loretta Swit. "I never tried to lose
her passion. The promiscuity never bothered me as much as the fact
that they couldn't see her as a human being ... I was able to show
some of her feelings in the later years."
Cheryl Ladd, who was one of "Charlie's Angels." takes a different
view of the show that was criticized as the epitome of "jiggle," a
1171is phenomenon that shoved television's woman out of the kitchen
and into a bikini.
—Charlie's Angels' was.pne of the first TV series where the women
were the stars," she said. "Up to that time they were mostly wives
and sidekicks. I think in that sense it was a breakthrough."
But the battle is never-ending.
"In the 1930. we had Carole Lombard, Myrna Loy, Katharine Hepburn and Bette Davis playing strong women. Look at'The Thin Man.'
They were equal partners," said Ms. Beatts. "When the men came
back from World War II they pushed the women back into the kitchen
and bedroom. We're still climbing out of the hole."
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Sharon agreel to resign on Monday January prices fall one percent.
possibility that Begin would
Sharon, appearing for a speech
By JONATHAN IMMANUEL
assume the defense portfolio temin Tel Aviv, told The AP -There
Associated Press Writer
porarily as he did in 1980 when
'Arad
was a reshuffle of portfolios, and
JERUSALEM , AP)
Ezer Weizman resigned.
Sharon agreed today to resign as
that's the end of the probleme_ I am
Israel's defense minister next
still in the Cabirwt Begin did not
There also was some speculafire me " It was not known what tion that Weizman, who broke
Monday , yielding to pressure
Cabinet role he would assume.
from Mhos Cabinet members who
with Begin, might be tapped to
In a speech to the Israeli
voted to accept a commission's
take over the key defense post
Lawyers Association, Sharon said
finding that he bore resporisib.lay
The embattled Sharon, a former
he would explain his moves later,
for the BeiruCinassacre
general
who had been almost a
' when things calm down *•
Prune Munster Menachem
target of controversy
caostant
Bc'gin sis(kesman said Sharon
He was applauded by the
UM' of his hard-nosed military
beca
aould leave the I wfense Ministry
lawyers when he joked that he
policies. told Begin in a telephone
on Monda), but Sharon said he
might return to farming "Even
conversation that he would leave
would stay on in the Cabinet
though I'm wearing a tie now, I
the Defense Ministry on Monday,
may take it off, even though there
The spokesman, Uri Porat, told
spokesman for Begin said.
a
The Assoeiated Press that Sharon -are. those who would like. to tighten
agreed -that on Monday he's goit around my neck." he said
_
A,*(inl Begin, his longtime ally,
Israel radio said Moshe Arens,
has the power to remove Sharon
ing to say gOodbye to Israeli army
«on Ma riders and Defense
Israel•-s ambassa(jor to the United
from the Cabinet altogeiher and
Ministry workers. which means •Atates, was liegin's choice to sucopposition politicians quickly
ceed Sharon. But there also was a., .demanded outright dismissal
he is leaving the office "
'
s

Council...

+ Continued From rage 1 I

will be used for seven months.
Mare h through September, which
are considered peak tourism months
A request was made by Colin( Oman Max Fitts to check the cost
of using the billboards year-round
and not just for the seven proposed months Key reported he would
( heek into the cost for the five additional months
Kr) said the 4 onumssion will be
placing advertising space, promoting Murray, in various
tourism publications including
Kentucky Western Waterland and
Kentucky Travel Guide
He added that a half-page ad
will he used in a lakes area
pubh+ atom. for a period of 16
weeks , Memorial Day, through

Labor Day + to intrexhire lake area
visitors to Murray The ad
reportedly will highlight a major
event and include a monthly
calendar of events inviting
visitors to various events in Murray
Ile also reported that a new promotional brochure should be completed and available within a
month. The brochures are
_distributed at national travel
shows, around the lakes area and
through the local chamber of commerce
"We are attempting to work
more closely with other tourism
organizations in Kentucky in an
effort to increase tourist activity
in Murray:* he said "An example''
of this effort is our co-sporboring,

School board...

I Continued From Page 1

reducing the number 44 extended
employment days, or days worked
beyond the regular ?ahead year,
for which it will provide funding
This year the state funded 935
days worked by school staff (luring the summer, but will rut that
back to 769 next year. Rose said
For example, extended employment for vocational teachers was
funded at 200 days this year, but is
reduced to 163 days next year, he
said _
Rose proposed some of the funding be picked up locally, but that

How Aboilt
Those
Racers

not all of the days continue to be
funded that are now The local
district will have to pay for any
days beyond 769, at a cost of about
$100 per day, he said
"We ought to be careful, in the
present ?Mutation, how much we
fund out of the local level,"
because of the uncertainty of such
revenues as the utility tax, Ferrel
Miller said
The,board met in closed session
to discuss the matter Rose said a
decision needs to be made by the
next board meeting.
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of a AAA Tour Counselors visa to
West Kentucky This event, in
cooperation with KWW..gtive us
the opportunity to meet with sorne
40 AAA Tour Counselors from
around the country to tell them
what our area has to offer "
Concluding his report and
budget proposal Key said a portion of the commissions funds will
be used to assist local groups in
promoting various major events
that have the potential for bring
tourists into Murray An example
of this type of funds support is the
annual Charity Horse Show
He then encouraged the council
to present any ideas, to the comMISS1011 that could possible be used for tourism promotion.
The tourism conunission is
made up of community volunteers
who meet the first Wednesday of
each month
In other council action members
approved bills payable from the
general fund.
It was announced that the street
department should complete it's
limb pick-up service, offered
following the recent ice--storm, by
Friday The mayor added that
anyone needing limbs picked up
can call the street department or
the city clerk's offace.
The council was then informed
of and invited to attend Monday's
Cable Commission meeting,
which is open to the public.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in
the City Council chambers at City
Hall.
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State, national
strike ending

•

glut, as have gasoline prices,
which were off 3.3 percent. The
department's energy price
calculations actually lag a month
behind the rest of the index.
Food prices, as reflected in today's Producer Price Index for
finished goods, fell 0.2 percent.
Pacing the drop were declines in
the wholesale cost of vegetables,
fish and poultry.
, The new report gave a big boost
to economists' predictions that inflation at the wholesale level this
year might be as low -- or even

lower than — the 3.5 percent clip
posted for all of 1982.
That was the smallest rise since
the 3.2 percent of 1971, when wage
and price controls were in effect
for part of the year. Wholesale
prices rose 7.1 percent in 1981.
Besides the oil glut, the lingering recesion and abundant crops
have also been credited with improving the inflation picture.
Wholesale prices rose a revised
0.2 percent in December and 0.6
percent in November. All the monthly calculations are adjusted for
normal seasonal variations.

Congressman promises
farmers tax protection
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON
AP)- — A
senior Democratic congressman
says Congress probably cannot
act before a March 11 deadline to
ease the federal tax load on
farmers who take part in the
payment-in-kind acreage program this year.
But Rep. Thomas S. Foley. DWash., gave assurances that
legislation still would 'protect
farmers from an unnecessary tax
burden, even if it comes after the
deadline.
As it stands, conunodities given
to farmers under the PIK program will be liable for federal income taxes as soon as farmers are
eligible to receive them.
Signup in the program ends on
March 11, and administration officials are fearful that farmers
may be discouraged from participation unless Congress exempts the crops from taxes until a
fanner puts them on the market.
Under PIK. eligible farmers
will get surplus wheat, corn,
sorghum, cotton and rice for tak-

ing cropland from production this
year. The objective is to reduce a
backlog of surpluses which have
•
depressed thefarm economy.
Foley, the third-ranking
Democrat in the House, told a
meeting of farm editors Thursday
that he did not expect House action on the measure before the
March 11 signup deadline.
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., on
Wednesday promised farmers
that changing the tax law regarding PIK "is a top priority consideration" and that "every effort
will be made to push this change
through Congress before the
March 11 deadline" for signup in
the program.
Dole, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, added that
farmers can be assured that we
will move quickly" to pass the

IA)UISVILLE, Ky. (AP o
The
nationwide strike by some independent truck drivers has come
to an end in the Louisville area,
according to a spokeswoman.
More than 200 independent
truckers voted Thursday to drop
out of the national strike and will
return to work on Monday. said
But Foley said the House Ways
Tammy Kessinger, terminal
Means Committee, which has
and
Dispatch
in
manager for Tamco
the say on tax bills, his pUT Social
Louisville.
Security "very much on the front
Although their job action is
burner" and has pledged not to
over, Kessinger said the drivers
up any other • tax issues
take
will tie black flags to their truck
before concluding work on Social
mirrors to demonstrate continued
Security.
opposition to federal fuel and
road-use tax increases approved
by Congress.
As violence linked to the strike
tapered off, state police suspended iihuly helicopter flights along
the interstates and primary
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- cent unemployment rate.
highways. The patrols were halted
"It's an excellent begliming,"
because the "truck volume is up dent Reagan has changed course
agreement
with
and
is
near
said
House Majority Leader Jim
on the highways and the ilkideftta
Wright of Texas."It goes a long
are getting fewer and feeler," said 'Democratic House leaders on a
way,",
$4.3 billion recession relief bill
state police It John [Ale.
includes
federally
funded
that
aircraft
said,
however,
the
He
• Reagan labeled a similar bill
jobs and help for the homeless.
will be on standby if needed.
worth 0.4 billion as "pork barrel"
Two of the president's chief adThe flights began Monday on
during the lame-duck session of
visers,
Budget
Director
David
orders from Gov. John Y. Brown
Congress last December. He said
Jr. and were intended to prevent Stockman and White House chief
what is needed to turn the
of
staff
James
Baker,
offered
the
sniping and rock-throwing ineconomy
around is patience and
plants House Speaker Thomas P.
cidents.
trust in the eventual success of his
O'Neill
Jr.
and
other
Democratic
Kessuiger said the driven will
economic program, not new
leaders late Thursday.
continue to work toward repealing
Republican and Democratic federal jobs Programs.
the tax bill or enacting a bill that
leaders
in the Senate, plus some
But Republican House leader
would assure independent drivers
Michel of ftlinole and Senate
other
key
House
members,
must
Bob
mile.
a minimum rate per
also agree to the plan, but for the Majority Leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee told the president Conmoment it appears that a logjam
has been broken over jobs legisla- gress will pass jobs legislation this
tion to offset the nation's 10.1 per- year.

Reagan, House democrats
near recession relief accord

City fire department
responds to two calls

,
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WASHINGTON (AP,
Wholesale • prices plummeted a
record 1 percent last month, the
government said today. Sharpestever drops an natural gas and
home heating oil costs, plus plunging gasoline prices, led the way.
Food prices also fell, although
at a more modest rate.
Presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes called the new report a
-striking confirmation of the progress that has been made in
reducing the underlying rate of inflation This is good news and indicates that the administration
and the Federal Reserve, working
on the same wavelength, achieved
these results." As for energy prices, which
declined a record 4.2 percent
overall at wholesale, Labor
Department analysts said • in
releasing today's report that the
mild winter was largely responsible for the surprising 2.7 percent
fall in natural gas.prices and the
9.7 percent drop in home healing
oil costs.
Fuel oil coats have also been
restrained by the worldwide oil

The Murray Fire Department
responded to two fire calls Thursday.
No damage was reported from a
deep-fat fryer ftre at Granny's
Porch restaurant at 11:23 a.m.
The fire was put out by the
overhead extinguisher system.
Thirteen men with three trucks
responded
Damage to kitchen cabinets was
reported from a fire at the Bobby
Fike home. 3004 College Finn
Road. No other damages were
reported although there was
smoke throughout the structure.
Ten firefighters with three trucks
responded at :ID p.m.
There were no injuries in either
incident

Racehorse reported killed
DUBLIN, Ireland 1AP) —
Telephone callers using an assigned code word said today that kidnapped champion racehorse
Shergar was put to death after injuring himself.
Police investigators said they
were not certain of the authenticity of the two calls because some
hoax calls had been received since
the 210 million double-Derby winner was abducted Tuesday.
But in each case, the caller used
a code word agreed on by
mediators in the case so that genuine calls could be identified.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
said it received a call claiming

that Shergar injured himself in his
horse box and that it was "kinder
to put him down."
A similar call, to Irish horse
trainer Jeremy Maxwell,
reportedly Was taken by Maxwell's wife, Judy, as she was making breakfast. She was reported
satisfied that the man who called
had spoken to her previoinly
about Shergar during a series of
calls since the kidnapping:
The S-year-old horse, who won
the English and Irish derbies in
MIL was abducted by at least six
gunmen from the Aga Khan's stud
farm near Dublin.
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Life on the
reservation
There was some truth in James Watt's
observation that American Indian reservations are
"an example of failed socialism." That is why his
comment stirred so much controversy.
Not all reservations are failures, and those that
are Wares have not necessarily failed on account
of federal programs that could properly be
condemned as socialistic.
But most Americans. and especially the Indians
themselves, are unhappy about conditions on most
Indian reservations. And a great deal of the blame
must be put on the federal government, Congress
and the federal department that Watt heads as
secretary of the interior.
Indians across the nation typically suffer high
rates of alcoholism, suicide and unemployment. On
and off the reservation, the Indians are the poorest.
most deprived minority group in America.
In 1953, Congress passed a resolution calling for
ending federal support and protection of certain
reservation Indians. But ,this termination policy
encountered growing opposition and was
abandoned.
Many reservation Indians today remain as
government dependents, despite the fact that the
largest tribe, the 160.000 Navaho, has developed
mineral resources on their reservation and have an
independent incOme of $55 million a year. There are
other tribes with mineral wealth or valuable fishing
rights. And some tribes have won large sums in
conpensation for historic treaty violations.
The record of the white man's treatment of the
Indians is a sorry one. But all of us need to look
forward to the future, not back to the past.
Some tribes, like the Hopi, are happy on the
reservation. They seek to preserve the old ways on
their Six Mesas, and have been largely'successful.
They need a minimum of federal help, and should
be allowed to go their own way.
Most tribes, however, are deeply dissatisfied with
the quality of reservation life. If there is no
possibility of- self-support on the reservation,
individuals need educational opportunity and
federal help to establish themselves as contributing
members of our society, off the reservation.
Government help that holds entire tribes as wards
on a reservation and makes individuals fearful to
leave is destructive of their potential and their selfrespect. To that extent, Watt is right.
Government help of $I billion a year to the
Indians is being trimmed by more than
million
a year. Unemployment has soared on the
reservations. Nearly half of Indian men on the
reservations are jobless.
This has increased self-destructive behavior. But
it could be the beginning of a constructive transition
to greater individual self-reliance.
As put by the assistant secretary of the interior,
Kenneth L. Smith, a Weaco Indian from the Warm
Springs reservation in tion:
"Indian tribes must
ome more self-sufficient
and less dependent on the federal government.
Sometimes when you're pressed, that's when you
make your best decisions."
And that would apply to individual Indians, as
well as to Indian tribes.

no°

Ragtop return
Do motorists want more breezes wafting through
their hair, the glint of sunbeams on their brow? Are
convertible cars really staging a comeback?
Interest at new car showrooms seems to indicate
that flop-top cars, which reached their popularity
zenith in the 1950s,are back in vogue.
Chrysler sampled the market by manufacturing
2,500 convertibles and was surprised and delighted
by demand. They have upped their production
schedules on the convertible line.
In the early '70s, people turned to enclosed cars,
substituting air conditioning and stereo for topdown communing with nature. Convertible sales
Plunged.
Even during the best years, convertibles only
counted for 2 percent of total car sales. A utonuikers
considered them more of a pain than an asset. Now,
a 2 percent sales boost would be a minor miracle.
There are motorists who hate their cars — who
want only to get from here to there without
breakdown or hassle. And there are those "get-outand-get-under" drivers who admire a well-turned
fender, a classic bumper, an engine that purrs like
a pussy cat.
They feel the romance of the open road. They're
the ones behind the wheel of that convertible in the
next lane
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heartline
Heartline'is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a, question or a priplem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column
HEARTLINF: My granddaughter
has had one kind of problem or other
ever since her parents divot-, ed She
has been living with me fur three

years and is a junior in high school
She is now having problems getting
along with teachers anti -classmates
and her guidance counselor has said
that even though he has no proof,- her
behavior Is consistant with others
who have drug-related problems I
am worried to death about her The
guidance cAamselor suggested that I
take her to one of the mental itt'alth
centers in our ;trea But lin afraid
that sometine will want to put her in a
mental hospital or something Can
you tell me 'a hat kinds of services are
provided b% niental health center

ti
ANSWER A communit) mental
health center offers a wide variety of
services In )our.case the) cc Auld offer evaluation services to determine
the extent of your granddaughter's
problems The) nia) also offer
counseling for her and either have
some sort of drug rehabilitatn in program or rectanmend one at a local
hospital of clinic You ould also
have a talk with )our fanuls phs si
clan to see what course he would sug
gest

1

nothiew about the \Itlla

thal cr.11•1,1‘ ing

, LIT

151011 to seek

help for her IS the very worse thing
you Could till We suggest that you
call your mental health center and
discuss

her

problems

w ith

a

counselor and- ,s4)
.
with y our family
doctor or nimister
11FAItILINE
was

noting

sister in-law

NI%

with

me

during

the.

Holiday s She told me about a pen pa1
club that
citizens

y ou
I

has e' just for

senior

used to write to several

friends every few

we..eks arid really

looked forward to re. ei% ing their let
ter,

/10NC% Fr

most

of

. lose

ins

friepds ant- dead floVI anti I lii)11 .t tlaVe
any one to w

ritt• to I thought that this

club was a wonderful idea, and would
really be interested in writing to people especially in areas where
Ii'. eel In the past

I, have

Please let me know

how to join yi,l1r ell& tiS'•

ANSWER All the information % ou
For chit - vs N h"
sita) be intereSted in acquiring pen
need is on the way

pals from all o‘er the country
all above the age of 55

and

send a self

to
ell% sic opt.
stamped
ITirtrrtline's Americ-an WI Club.' 114
East Dayton St ,- West Alexandria.;
Ohio 45381 We will send )ou all the
information about the i hilt and a

addressed,

membership application

letters to the editor
To the Editor.
I read the Fen I editorial 111 the
I Asiger & Tunes wit et rung the
qualit) which NB(' has been tnt mg to
build with such programs as
11.11
Street Blues

business mirror
NEW YORK t APi
As Professor
Eugene Jennings sees it, the departure of William Agee from Befalls
and its parent, Allied Corp ,Is
another ,example of the demise of
unseasoned executives in a time of
corporate stress
In the past five years of rapid executive turnover, said the professor,
the top corporate officer most likely.
to be dropped was the staff man who,
with little operating experience, had
slipped over into line responsibility
We had thrown aside the traditional belief that one had to work in
the bowels of a corporation extensively and have eight to 10 years experience as manager in various divisions in order to be qualified for the
top," he said
Agee's departure
Jennings calls
it his failure
was "overdeternuned," meaning, the professor said,
there were more than sufficient
reasons to have caused it But, he

by john cunniff
them to lack of svastin
mg
"Singleninded1). Agee turned Ben,
dix into a fiefdom of Allied," said
Jennings a he teaches at Michigan
State UDR rrsity , counsels corporate
chief ext., utives, and has written
many books on management anti
leadership
His reference was to Agee's attempt to take over Martin Marietta
Corp which in turn sought to control
Agee's Bendix Corp creating -a
stalemate and an opening for Allied
Corp to buy /tenths and its Martin
Marietta shares
Subsequently. Agee, 4.5. resigned
after having asked for and being
denied the title of chief operating of•
ricer of Bendth, the company he
headed before embarkuth on his illfated acquisition program
"Every board room in the land now
should know enough not to
unseasoned executive at the helm,"

traces most cf

said Jennings Ile consider, ..tgce
who recOved a masters III blis1/11•NN,
administration from Har% aid in
and a senior vice president % from
ItIllSe Cascade eight y ears later

ti he

unseaseened

today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. February 11. the
42nd day of 1983. There are 323 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history
On February 11. 1929, the Lateran
Treaty established an independent
Vatican City.
On this date:
In 1531, King Henry VIII was
recognised as supreme head of the
Church in England.
In 1847, Thomas Alva Edison was
born in Milan,Ohio.
In INS, the Yalta Agreement of
World War II was signed by President Franklin Roosevelt, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin
In 1968, Communist troops in South
Vietnam executed 300 civilians and
buried them to a mass grave during
fighting for the city of Hue
Ten years ago Most foreign
money exchanges were ordered closed in Western Europe and Japan as
major industrial nations
"le:itan
bargaining over currency va
Five years ago: The rs African
nation of Somalia announced It was
ordering full-wale mobilization and
sending regular armed forces into

WRITE A LETTER
Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to .
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box IOW Murray, Ky

has sonic of the same

Fame "
Vt.,. Pon

writer .11.11 \}(I

our

,Ur
thiPing ttLit '

of ii,

ft qualit% shows atil

eventuall% prey ail
Since!

Steele
Administrative Manager
WPSD-1'V, Paducah
lit,ii

executive's
Unseasoned executives also fail to

and might even st orn qualit%
advice. said Jennings Mature ex
ecutives. he I atserved ..ften seek out
older, highly expenenced managers
for assistance
Another failing of unseasoord es
ecutives is distrust for the strut-tame'
they inherit, often illustrated hy their
tendency te1 make bold realignments
sunply to accommodate themsel% es
rather than to make the compan%
stronger
respect

club
M-Sgt and Mrs Robert Earle) of
Seward Air Force Bam., 'Tennessee,
were the weekend guests id Mrs
Earle)'s sister. Mrs Hugh Farris
and Mr Farris. 1400 Jotuouln
Thirty years ago
lieatIts reported include John flubbard Ca usey 82
The Heidi/end High School building
was destroyed by fire last night
Damages were estinthted at about
$500,000
Births reported include a ho'. tcc
Mr and Mrs Wallkill Ethert0f1 anti a
boy to Mr and Mrs Ernest Jetton,
Jan 23. girl to Mr and Mrs I .ester
Bryant, Jan 24, a boy to Mr and
Mrs J.T Bonner and a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Norman Carol, Jan..25.
William Ray Self was honored on
Pits birthday on F'eb 1 with a party
given by his parents, Mr lend Mrs
Richard Self
Mrs Wildy Cope iind Mr and Mrs
battle against Ethiopia in the Ogaden
J D Wall have been the guests of
region.
Mrs Cope's daughter and Mrs
One year ago Presaknt Reagan
Wall's sister, Mrs. Joe C. Wilson and
met with Republican congressional
family of Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
leaders, who told him his proposed
The Murray High School Tigers
budget could not be approved as
beat Benton .70 to 50 in a basketball
drawn.
game at Murray gym. High team
Thought for today. "Every noble
scorers were Joe Pat Phillips for
work is at first impossible"
Murray and Gene Clark for Benton.
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish writerhistorian 1795-18811.

Morehead 83 to 69 in a basketball
game High scorers were Mike Coleman for Murray and Coulter for
Morehead
Twenty years ago
The first Oral Sabm Vaccine for
Polio will be given in a count)-a
effort on March 3, according to plans
by the Calloway. (*.cunt) Medical
Society
Army Pvt. James I) h'ielder completed an eight-weeks teletype
operator's course at Southeastern
Signal School, Fort Gordon.(;a
, Deaths reported include Otho Winchester, 51, and Mut% Ada May
Taylor, 36.
C.S Lowry spoke at meeting of
the Calloway County Democratic
Women's Club at Triangle Inn.. Mary
Jane Littleton is president of the

Elsewhere-

feeling of qualtty • Die same is tine

The Agee eXperlent he said. also
should • put a chill Into the spine of
Agee-types who, as freshly minted
MBAs. rush up the stoff-sale heckler,
hoping to slide over and bet-loin. chief

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech Team got eight trophies, two
plaques and 46 superior ratings at the
Murray High School Nathan B Stubblefield Speech Tournament Murray
did not compete in the events
Deaths reported include Homer
Adlich, 45. and Johnny E Woods,22
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher anti Mrs
J.D. ltayburn of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
are co-chairmen of the 1973 Cancer
Drive to be conducted in April in
Calloway County.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Cothran. Feb 7
Kenny Kingins and Tina Hou.stien
were crowned as Junior King and
Queen at New Concord School
Murray State Racers beat

liii liol sure who to thank but the
article %as a 'Nell 1,4
coneipeor
in a significant effort b% the network
and ;rant Tinker
Although its not doing ucll al the
ratings
y ct.
I belt,''. e.
St

To Tbe Editor.
I would like to take this ..Apport(Inits
to

ongratulate

ircrlill%

y on on

me't 1•1‘. it 11%

the

ards

the' Ledger &

.4t
the Roam k% Press
Associations midwinter come/Anon
in I )NVIISINa-40 RepiortIllg the news is
at serii•us and important responsibili
I'. a Inch obviously situ have pet
formed ill it Illutit
man
ncr
I thoroughly enjoyed the Apportion
t) tic be with the Rolnick) Press
Association in I ittensboro and look
forward to working with % ou and the
officers cit K PA in the coming year
Please let rile' know if we can be of
aS.SIStallee tic
MI as Wr togrthei
work toward iniproving informatop
sharing and reporting regarding
municipal government activities and
54'rvices

Sin ,•1 el%
/.:(ittin I. Caitlin. Jr
Flxrcutive Dire' tor
To The Editor,
It is obvious that you are ex( eit
tionally proud of Jun Rector and Al
C Garrott for the recognition the%
have brought to the Murray I.edger &
Times
The Journalism awards presented
by the Kentucky Press Association.
your newspaper peers. signals the
creativity and qualitative eicellerice
of your newspaper
I congratulate the whole staff, as
well as the winners of the K PA
a wank;
Yours very trial).
Marvin W Orgill
I hstrict M Ana ger
South Central Bell
To The Editor,
The Calloway County Democrato
Executive Committee recently held it
letter campaign soliciting contributions The contributions will be used
to help get people out to vote, support
voter registration. anti do those
things for the general welfare of the
('alloway County DemocraLs This
was the first time we had publicly
solicited funds, but this method
became necessary in order for us to
accomplish our goals of supporting
democrats.
The committee would like to thank
all those who contributed and would
like everyone to know they are
always welcome at our meetings:
Anyone still wishing-to Make a contribution may do so by sending it to.
Calloway County Democratic Committee
P.O. Box 412
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Sincerely,
Z. Eats,Chairman
Calloway County Democratic
Executisle Committee

murray today
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School lunch menus listed for week
School lunch menus for — burritoes or
the week of Feb 14 to HI cheeseburger: Friday have been released by hot ham and cheese or
Joanna Adams and Glen- heated& A variety of
da Jeffrey. food service vegetables, fruits, salads.
directors - for Calloway. french fries, desserts and
County and Murray City drinks are available each
Schools
.
respectively.
day
The directors said
MURRAY CITY
parents who are affected
Murray High
by layoffs and unemployMonday - grilled
ment May come to their
children's respective cheese, chuckwagon.
schools and apply for free stewed tomatoes, corn on
cob, pinto beans. slaw,
and-reduced lunches.
Menus, subject to occa- mixed fruit, peaches:
alaPPy /0e,
sional change due to 'Tuesday
availability of food, are bumtoes, buttered carrots, creamed potatoes.
as follows. green peas, macaroni
CALLOWAY COUNTY
salad, pineapple rings
Calloway High
Monday
mexican with cheese, applesauce:
spaghetti.
tater topper, pizza, Wednesday
sweet-sour
fish
sandwich,
vegetable soup with grillbeets, green beans paned cheese, Tuesday
baked apples.
%Jenne.
country fried steak, pizza, sloppy joe sandwich; tossed salad, ambrosia,
Wednesday
sliced peaches, Thursday turkey, fiestada, taco in lasagna casserole, tacos
and salad. rnexican
shell, _Thurso:lax
lasagna, pizza. fish sand- beans. cabbage alieciornwich: Friday
bur- -bread, baked peaches,
ritoes. pizza. ribb sand- slaw, fruit cup, apwich. Cheeseburgers. a plesauce, Friday variety of vegetables, bacon, lettuce and tomato
fruits, salads, french sandwich, pizzaghetti,
fries, desserts and drinks green peas. buttered
potatoes. brussel sprouts,
are available each day.
relish
cup, pears.
Calloway Middle
- Monday
steak sand- peat-hex French fries.
pizza, chili bar, cold
wich or pizza. Tuesday
hamburger or rnexican sandwiches, lemonade
tater topper: Wednesday and milk are available
wiener wink or daily
lasagna, :Thursday
Murray Middle
chili or cheeseburger.
Monday
Friday
pizza or -fried chuck wagon hamburger.
chicken A variety of french fries, buttered
vegetables, fruits. salads.. potatoes, carrots.. Tue,sfrench fries, desserts and day chili and crackers.
drinks are available each hot dogs, french. fries,
day
creamed potatoes. kraut:
East, North
Wednesday
rolls and
arid Southwest "
......eizzaihetti, french fries.
Monday
cologne and cheeseburger, green
cheese. sandwich--or---piz- - peas, -sweet potatoes:
za; Tuesday
ham- Thursday
taco and
burger tir lasagna: salad. pizza, french fries,
Wednesday chili dog or mexican beans, fried
fried chicken; Thursday rice; Friday
lasagna

casserole, - hamburger,
french fries, green beans,
whole kernel corn
Carter and
Robertson
grilled
Monday
cheese, corn on cob, fruit
chunks, milk. Tuesday
beefaroni and rolls, green
peas applesauce, milk,

Wednesday
- pizza,
creamed potatoes, black
eyed peas. milk; Thurs.
day — tridater, hamburger and dressings,
cherries. milk: Friday —
chiliand crackers,
peanut butter sandwich,
carrot sticks, orange sections. milk

Murray AAUW hears
John Twomey speak
"Investment and visiting lecturer—
Financial Preparation Management and
for the Seruor Years" was Marketing at Murray
the topic of talk given by State University. He
John Twomey at the earned his MBA there
evening meeting of the and .has done extensive
Murray Branch of consulting and training in
American Association of . financial Management.
University Women on
The program was the
Tuesday. Feb 9. at the first in a series of sesPHYSICAL TITNESS — As a part of a study on physical fitness. Cub Scout Dens 2and 5 visited the Weight
Community Room of the sions on- ''Money Talks."
Room at Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, Coach Mike Wiles diacuased the equipment and its inNorth Branch of the
dividual athletic purposes while Kenny Woods demonstrated the weight lifting machine for building up the leg
Peoples Bank
muscles. Shown with the Cubs are the Den leaders and interested Racer football players.
Mr Twomey's discusPhoto by Barry Johnson
sion covered areas of concern to those who all too
often have not been adequately informed about
the protection of those
monies available to them
Two national con- of representatives of 6$ tional Rural Special sales. governmental
in their later years.
ferences focused on rural universities, and the *Education Conference agencies and rural school
Regardless of how
special education have ACRES were founded and will emphasize a positive districts will be on the
small these resources
been scheduled in con- continue to maintain alternative resource ap- programs of the two conmay be. he advised that a,
junction with each other their headquarters at proach.
trusted. knowledgeable
ferences.
on March 8 and March 9- Murray State. Preand (Taring professional
Registration for both
"Rural people have- a
10 at Murray State,t registrations have come history of taking care of conferences is $65 or $15
in the financial planning
University' fietdbe Clinsultimi regarfrom Maine to Alaska and their own and solving for the March 8 conTitled • • A -National Con- from Nevada to Florida.
ding ways of protecting
their own problems," she ference alone.
John Twomey
one's income from inference for Trainers of
Anyone interested must •
According to Dr:. Beige, acidehd. "We are capitalizDr. Alice Rural i_pecial the March 8 conference is ing on the inherent rural pre-register by Feb. 20 or
fluences that -an on: -planned"- b
necessarily deplete that Koenecke Professor of Educators," the March 8 for teacher educators characteristic as we work pay a $10 late registration
income, and to be sure _Home Economics and session is sponsored by who are concerned about to improve services for fee. Information about
that the monies are earn- Child Study, at MSU, and the National Rural Pro- personnel preparation of rural handicapped registration or either of
-mg Ow best possible addi- its representative to the jet INRP) at Murray rural special educators. students."
the conferences may be
tional interest or Murray Branch of State and funded by the She pointed out that both
More than a dozen obtained by calling Anne
U S Office of Special Congress and the U.S. Of- resource --peOple Snow at 1-762-2091 at Murdividends for the benefit AAUW
Hostesses for the even- Education Programs.
of the individual or &Mfice of.Special Education representing univer- ray State University.
-tog were Mar-geret -Dr Dons tielRe of Mur- ire becoming Increasing•
IA.'
ray State, director of the ly concerned about
Areas one should ex- Terhune and Jo Lovett
The March 8th meeting National Rural Research critical inadequacies in
plore for these purposes
include the IRA account. of the Branch will be a and Personnel Prepara- both quantity and quality
The Music Department theme, by the ''Vine
dividedexchision _plann- celebration of National tion Project,. said the of. speriel educators of the Murray Woman's Street Quintet" madt.up
ing. reinvestment plann- Women's History Week target audience is faculty trained te,work with rural Club Met Tueaday. Jan. of Martha Crafton, Baring. municipal bonds and Plans are now in progress members of universities. handicapped students. at 7:30- P.m. at the bara Lax, Joanne Cavitt,
, structured tax shelters. _ for - a special program - with rural serviee.popubtBarbara Jewell and GlenShe said-the-conference clubhouse.
Introduced by Betty which will be annotmeed - turns.
Martha Crafton in- da Roos.
will allow opportunities
Boston, Moderator. Mr as soon as arrangemente
The March 9-10 con- for participants to: troduced the program,
The business session
are completed
Twomey has been
ference is titled "A analyze current rural "Capricorn." Famous was conducted by Clara
Renaissance in Rural special education train- Capricorn singers were Humphrey, vice chair—ut Gaston
America - Resources for ing ideas; review cur- featured and recorded man, in the absence of
7
Rural Special F:duca- riculum materials selections by Elvis Karen Bolls, chairman.
bon" It is sponsored by developed by the NRP, Presley and Jonnie Rae Various committee
the American Council on and select curriculum were presented.
reports were made as'
a/
en
Rural Special Education materials to field-test in
The highlight of the well as a progress report
Then Try Our Special New
(ACRES) and funded by their home Universities program was the singing on the sale of the
membership dues of the during 1983-1984.
of several "barbershop- Woman's Clubhouse
Menu! Breakfast,
organization.private
style"
numbers centered Print.
Dr.
Beige
explained
Items...All
Super Good,
Lunch and Dinner
Roth the NRP. made up that the March 9-10 Na- around the capricorn
A change in February
.11\
Reasonably Priced And The Calories Are
1
program was announced:
t Listed Right On The Menu for Each And Every
Molly Ross will be
f Item. .No More Guesswork!
presenting the program
We Maks Slimming Down A let Of FenI
on Appalactiian Folk
Music.
lostan rea Party • II5 641 N. Alarm
Hostesses were Rebecca Dublin, Norrine
Winter, Annie Nance,
4
Dorothy Crouse, Louise
Weatherly, Libby Hart
Prices Good Fri. 2-11 to Tuts 2-15
•
and Margarita Marsden.

Conferences planned at Murray State

Musical program given
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'Decorating'
program given
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its regular
meeting on Thursday,
Feb. 3 at the Arts Annex
of the Calloway County
Public Library.
The program entitled
"Party Decoration" was
presented by the social
committee. Vitky Holton,
Debbie Lyons, and Ha
Brown each gave interesting decorating
ideas for all 12 months of
the year.
Mary Graves, president, presided.
Members were treated
to refreshments served
with the party theme for
February carried out.
Others attending, sot
previously mentioned
were: Barbara Chilcutt,
Linda Darnell, Rowena
Emerson, Breads Estes,
Lois Ruiz, Joyce Thanes,
Barbara Williams and
Glenda Wilson.

Bible

wiven
ARLINGTON AP —
President Reuse was
presented WO a personally embossed "Good
News" Bible this wink to
commemorate the Ile
millionth Bible
distributed by lb.
American Bible Seel*
and to ewes@ appreciation to him for proclaiming ISO the "Year of the
Bible".

P41.1 S THI M1 HR 41. Ky..

LEDGEN

T1MF' 1rids.. Fvbears I i 1%3

Coming events of community listed
Friday, Feb. 11
Valentine dance with
crowning of king and
queen will be at 7 p.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge.

Sunday,Feb 13

Monday.Feb. 14

formation call 753-4712

Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of First United Methodist
Murray-Calloway Corn- - Church Women will meet
munity Theatre will pre- at 9:30 an). at the
sent annual Valentine's church
Hannah Circle of First Day show at 1p.m. in
United Methodist Church ballroom of Student
Hazel and Douglas
will have a progressive Center at Murray State Centers will be open from
dinner starting at 6 30 University. For mforma- 10 a m to 2 p m for acp.m
lion call 7594752.
tivities by senior citizens
Hazel Lodge No 01
Senior piano recital by
Free and Accepted
Bitters will be at
Suzanne
Masons will meet at 7 30
2 p.m in Recital Hall Anp.m. at the lodge hall
nex of Fine Arts Center.
Southwest Elementary Murray State University
Skate Time will be at 7 30
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Field trips to observe
Murray
bald eagle will start at 9
am. and 1:30 p.m. at
Adult Mentally HanWoodlands Nature.
704
dicapped Center,
Center, Land Between
Math St.. phone 753-6622,
the Lakes. For reservawill talre orders for
tions call 1-924-5602. ex"Burst of Love" balloon
tension 238.
bouquets to be delivered
as Valentine's Day.
Second Elderhostel
-ri rCompany Course will start at Land
Childre
Production of Murray- Between the- Lakes. For
Calloway Community Information call 1-924Theatre will give per- 5602;extension 234.

formances at 3:30 and 8
Purchase area recreap.m. at Calloway Public
tional vehicle salesmen
Library.
a recreaSaturday, Feb. 12
Youth of Northside Independent Church will
sponsor a box supper at 7
p.m. at Dexter Community Center.

will sponsor
Omit show at 9 a.m. at
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Monday,Feb. 14
Calloway Middle 4-H
Club will have a party at 3
Calloway County p.m. at Long Term Care
Chapter of Full Gospel Unit of Murray-Calloway
B usiness Men's County Hospital.
Fellowship International
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Northside Baptist
Trenholm's Restaurant, Church Women will meet
1206 Chestnut St. This is at 7 p.m at home of Retta
open to all men and their Balentine.
--- -Calloway County
Murray Flotilla 22-5 Athletic Boosters will
Coast Guard Auxiliary meet at 7:30 pm. in
will have a dinner at 5:30 library of Calloway Minp.m. at the home of ty High School.
Shirley Johnson.
Recovery, Inc., will
Southwest Elementary meet at 7:30 p:rrt. • at
Skate Time will be from 2 Health Center, North
to 4 p.m. at Roller Seventh • and Olive
Skating of Murray.
Streets.

HPC Valentine's Dance
will be from 7 30 p m to
midnight at Murray State
University Ballroom with
cost being $1 50 for
singles and $2 50 for
couples

Students named to list

Sigmas meet Tuesday

Monday.Feb. 14

Three students from Calloway County have been
named to the dean's list for the 1982 fall semester at
West Kentucky Barrow the University of Kentucky. Lexington To be namShow will open at 10 a.m
ed to this list. a student must have attained a .high
at Livestock and Exposi- academic standing based on a 1.0 grading system.
tion Center
Students from Calloway County, along with their
college and home address, are EDUCATION.
Jackson Purchase Franklin Wayne Jackson, 1313 Poplar St . son of
Audubon Society will Mr and Mrs. Willie Jacksep, PHARMACY.
meet at 7 p.m. at Broad- Michael L. Russell, 1408 Poplar St.. son of Mr. and
way United Methodist Mrs Harry Russell: F:NGINE:ERING. William
Church. Paducah.
Joseph Grasty. Jr.. 1520 Oxford lir • son of Mr and
Mrs W J Grasty. Sr
Financial Aid
Workshop for parents and
seruorstlf Calloway CounRecovery. Inc will meet Monday. Feb 14, at
ty High School will be at 7 7 30 p m at the Health Center. North Seventh and
p.m in the high school Olive Streets This Is open to all persons with any
library
type of emotional, nervous or mental problems

Recovery to meet Monday

George Lilly speaks
The Zeta Department well as showing slides of
of the Murray Woman's his and Pus wife's recent
trip to her ancestral
Club met Thursday. Jan
27, at 7 p m at the club home in East Germany
with stops along the way
house
Mrs Huth Cardwell,
The highlight, of their
chairman, opened the
trip was, short visit with
meeting and welcomed
Mrs. Lilly's relatives livMrs. Bonna Pierce as a
ing in East Germany A
member of the departvivid picture was
ment and Mrs. Oneida
presented to the group of
Boyd. general president
life in East Germany
of the Murray club
Jo
Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett - Hostesses were
introduced George Lilly Elkins, 'Barbara' Erwin,
who shared Pus most in- Leila Erwin. -Betty Lou
terestng experiences as Farris and Jane Fitch.

Willer skating party for
Murray -Calloway
children from Robertson County Need Line
and Carter Centers will Association, Inc., will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. Ilt _meet-at-won at Paglises,
Itcslier Skating of Murray.
Murray Neighborhood
Turkey dinner will all Girl Scout Core will meet
the trimmings will be at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
served at a cost of $3 per cabin.
person at United
Pentecostal Church, New
Concord,from 5 to 7 p.m

datebook

School diploma given
NEW YORK • AP)
Chocalate-chip. cookie
magnate Wally
"Famous" Amos has
finally been awarded a
diploma from the high
school he dropped out of
29 years ago

Force
Although he went on to
get a high sehool
equivalency diploma,
Amos said he wasted a lot
of time and money when
he started out because of
his lack of education.
"I did it in spite of
High
Food Tr-ades
that." he said, "and that
School presented Ambs
in itself is a good lesson "
with the,honorary degree
and a chef's hat - at
ceremonies Wednesday.
"I really regret not getWILMINGTON, Ill
ting this before,-" the. 47- (API Starting 'next
year-old Amos told a whop] year. Wilmington
-group of about 250 would- students who want to
be chefs. "and I hope that become cheerleaders or
none of you make the join a . sports team will
mistake that I made."
have to pay for the
Amos, who managed to privilege.
turn his love of chocolate
The town school board
chip -cookies into a
the change on a
endorsed
multimillion -dollar
saying
Tuesday,
vote
5-2
it
starting
since
business
eight years ago, dropped. the alternative was to
out of Food Trades High trim $16.600 from the
in 1954 to join the Air athletic budget

Need Line plans meeting
The Hoard of the Murray -Calloway ('ount Need
Line Association. Inc . still meet Monday, Feb 14,
at noon at PagliaCs Kett) Boston. president. urges
all board members to be present

Boosters will meet
The Calloway County Athletic Boosters will nu-et
Monday. Feb 14, at 7 30 p ni at the Callowa Coon
ty High School Library All per.son.1 interested in
sports in county school system are urged to attend.
said Floyd Davison. president

David Martin graduates
Airman First Class David H Marlin, son Of Harnet 1.;,. arid Carl 0. Martin of Itt 1. Murray: has
graduated from the United States Air Force Misaile.
Systems Analysts. Course at Chanute Air Force
Base. Illinois Graduates learned how to inspet,t.
and repair missile systems an41 eanied • redits
toward an associate degree in applied s. ien es
through the Conumulity College of the Air Force =
Martin now will serve at Whiteman Air Force
Rase, Missouri, with the 351st Orgatittational
Missile -Maintenance Squadron lie • is a 14/32*
graduate of Calloway County High School

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dISIIIISSed from area
hospitals include Glenn Let' of Murray from
Lourdes Hospital. Paella-all. Mary Easley of Fann
ington and Woodrow Harper of Murray from
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah

Sports players, cheerleaders will how to pay
High school athletes
will pay $35fori9iTh sport
they play and high school
cheerleaders will pay
$17 50. Middle school
athlete's will pay $15 per
sport and middle school
cheerleaders will pay
Also, adult tickets will
become more expensive
Instead of the old fee of
about $1 a game. adults
will pay a flat $35 fee pe-r

SpOrt that %Ili iI110%
Into all high-sctrord gamt s
and $15 to watt h middle
school contests
The fees, who h will affect about 1,410 student,.
1-31,14
are expected
about $I 0.000, said
Howard Becker, the high
sehOO1 football. wrestling
and track coach
Wilmington, 40 miles
southwest of Chicago, has
about 4,300 people

FESAUAIT SPECIAL
ALL

Scout core will meet
The Murray Neighborhood Carl Scout Core is
scheduled to meet Monday Feb. 14, at 9 30 a m at
the 1411-1 St-out Cabin on Sharpe Street Reports of
the t:irl Scout cookie sale will be given and other
projects discussed

Audubon society to-meet
The Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday. Feb 14. at 7 pan rt Broadway Cnited
Methodist Church. Paducah R A I a•Doux will presept a slide program on "The Panama Canal
Visitors are welcome. iit't*OrdIng to Kathy Wood.
publicitt chairman for the societt

born
Adrianne L. McNutt
•
Mr and Mrs Randy Mt•Nutt. Paris. Tenn . are
the parents of a daughter. Adrianne I ...tie. weighing
eight pounds. born Monday. Jan. 31. at MurrayCallowat County: Hospital The Mother Is the
••••
former Sheilah I Levis
4;ratidpa rents are Mr and Mrs Bill McNutt and
the late Ann McNutt and Mr and Mrs B I Davis.
ail tIci Paris. Tenn Great-grandparents are Mrs
Este e Ridgeway and Mrs A It Coursey. both of
Paris. Tenn

LaWayne Wagier born
Mr and Mrs 1'arl Wagler, 1tt. 2. Cottage
l'enn . are the parents of a son, I.aWayne. weighing
nine pa Rinds four outlet's, born Friday. Feb 4, at
Henry County i;eneral Hospital: Paris. Telm
mother is the former Mary Ellen Yoder

Show to be Sunday
Purchase area recreational vehicle salesmen will
sponsor a recreational vehicle show on Sunday.
Feb 13. ;at a In at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. College Farm Road,There
es ill be• no adults-setaat-4-targe -

Borrow show Monday
Murrat State VnivPrsity an41 the State I Wpartmerit of Agri tilt tire will sponsor the West Kentucky
Barr44w Show on Monday Feb 14. at 10 a Hi irt the
Wt- st Kentuat Livestock and Espteotion--Center.
fillege Farm !toad Na 1 harge will he made for ad
mission

Earheart in training
i'vt Ronald K Ea rheart, son .of .14r I • Eartieart.
517 North Fourth St . Murray. has complett-41 basic
training at Fort Jackson. S C During the training
students received Instruction in drill. anal
ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics,
military courtesy, military justrce,ftrstaid anti Army history: anal traditions

GRASS CLOTH

r5 1125
t• saw SOMETHING

LuiPti 30% OFF
FREI ikkIL,t4T
10 CUT INC"(.1-1Af4( '

Field trips to observe
bald eagle will start at 9
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
the Lakes. For reservations call 1-924-5602, extension 238.

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a potluck supper at the home of Ann
Utldberg. department chairman. on Tuesday. leb
p in
15. at .4
Other hostesses will be Janna Hughes. Janet Denton. Kathy Kopperud, Sue Parsons and Jeanette,
Williams Members note change in meeting day
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Marlene
Waldrop

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

of Murray
Lost 31 lbs.

Murray Squar-Anaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

• 64 • ••••••
IMMO ••

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters
of American ReVolution
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Mrs. Cook
Sanders.
Coffee by Murray State
University Women's

Society will be from 10
a.m. to noon at Wrather
Museum on MSU camSaturday School for
community children in
Grades I toO will be from
1 to 2:3I p.m. at University Church of Christ. For
transportation call 75$1881.

%Moly,Feb. 13
Kirksey UMYF will
sponsor a chili supper at 6
p.m. at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Organisational meeting
for Murray-Calloway
County Soccer. Asaocialion for boys and girls, 5
to 111., will be at 2p.m. in
Bartley Lecture Room,
Murray State University
Center. All interested
parents and *dune are
urged to attend. For in-
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HERE'S THE ONCE IN A UFETIME OPPORTUNITY
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T-Shirts & Shorts

The Diet Center
WIN I 11,

SUN DEK
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$799 $1,995

THESE DIAMONDS ARE UNSET, HOWEVER
WE WILL GLADLY MOUNT THEM IN 14K
SOUTAIRE RING MOUNTINGS FOR $ea
OR PENDANT MOUNTINGS FOR *a

1 Diamond
14K. Filigme
Noart &
Chain
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Children's Company
Production of MurrayCalloway Community
Theatre will give performances at 3:30 p.m.
and 8 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.

It Tot.

You Can

8 Diamond
HEAR
Clustor

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL
8 oz. Steak-N -Stuff $349

Our Steaks Are Broiled
Not Fried

$88
CHARGE IT WITH OUR "Ur TERMS
SORRY, NO LAYAWAYS

Both include
htce of P t to &Qj,roII and All you can eat SOUP &

SALAD BAR

UMffED OUs4NTITIES OFFEN ENDS FEB. 14, 1503
•••

JEW:LI:RS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center-Murray
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Service times listed for area churches
sundoy school lesson
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Sermonsubjects, music listed by churches for Sunday services
Various churches in the
city and county have announced services and
meetings for Sunday. Feb
6. as follows:

10 a.m.
The Administrative
Board will meet at 5:30
p.m. followed by choir
practice at6: 30 p.m.

Kirkaey Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
A Lenten Bible study on
"The Parables of Jesus"
will begin, Tuesday. Feb.
IS, and continue each
Tuesday through March
22. The Rev. Edward L
Phillips. associate dean
and campus minister at
Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., will give
leadership in these six
sessions of two hours
each.

Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:1.5 p.m. services at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
At the morning service
the ladies will fill the
choir and sing "We Are
Called To Be God's People" with Kerry Vasseur
as director. Glenda
Rowlett as organist and
Paula Kinsolving as
pianist. This will be the
start of WMU Focus
Week.
"Sonlight" will present
special music at the evening service.
Sunday School with
Jimmy Kelly as director
Presbyterian
will be at 10 am. and
"Starling. Eagle and Church Training with
Hawk" with scripture Steve Jones as director
from Matthew 6:25-33 will will be at 5:30 p.m.
be the sermon by the Rev.
R.E. Rabatin. pastor, at
Hazel Baptist
10:50 am. service at First
The Rev. James T.
Presbyterian Church.
Garland, pastor, will
The Church Choir will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
sing the anthem, "I Will p.m. worship services at
Bless the Lord At AU Hazel Baptist Church.
Times," with Amy JarMusic will be directed
man as director and Cyn- by Gene Orr Miller with
thia Scribner as organist. Gwyn Key as • organist
Church School and Oneida - White as
Assembly will be at 9:30 pianist. The Church Choir
a.m. with Eleonor Kod- will sing "What If It Were
man as superintendent Today" at the morning
and Alida Graves as ac- hour.
companist. Mrs. Henry
Sunday School with
McKenzie wiLl, lead a Don Bailey as director
discussion of St. John for will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Adult Discussion Class Church Training with Pat
and Dr. Sal Matarazzo Hutson as director will be
will teach the Jesse &tip.=
Rogers Class.
Bethel and
First Christian
Brooks Chapel
Dr. Ken Wolf will speak
The Rev, Dean
about "Trusting The God Woodard will speak about
Within" at the 10:45 a.m. "Rejecting The Gospel"
service at First Christian with scripture from Acts
Church. The pastor, Dr. 13:4442 at. 9.10 a.m.. at
David Roos was called to Bethel United Methodist
Huntington, Texas, for Church and-at 11 a.m. at
the funeral of his mother, Brooks Chapel United
Mrs. Carl H. Roos.
Methodist Church.
Margaret Boone will
A District Wide
direct the music with "Human Relations" Day
Maxine Clark as Rally for Paris District
organist.
Churches will be at First
- lisfssting will be Darrel United Methodist Church,
McFerron, Johnny Paris, Term., at 7 p.m.
Reagan, Fred Wells, Sunday.
Billie Burton, Betty Gore,
Will Jenkin, George LanWestside Baptist
dolt, Frances McKeel,
The Rev. Don Farmer,
Leigh Stickler, Estelle pastor, will speak at 10:50
McDougal, Jim and a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Marilyn Stickler and Max at Westside Baptist
Miller,
Church. Junior Turner
Sunday School will be will serve as deacon of
at 9:30 a.m.
the week.
Tommy Scott will
Goshen Methodist
direct the music with
The Rev. Roland Jones, Susie Scott as organist
pastor, will speak at 11 and Patsy Neale as
a.m. service at Goshen pianist. The Choir with
United Methodist Church. Pat Bailey as soloist will
He will be assisted by sing "I Need Thee Every
Lennis Hale,
Hour" and "Leaning On
Sae Ann Hutson will the Everlasting Arms."
give tpe children's mornBill and Kathy TiCIMOr
ing devotion. Sunday also will present special
School, directed by Ron- music. Lois Bridgeman
nie Hutson, will begin at will 2lay the flute for_lbe

offertory.
Sunday School with
Ronnie Walker as educational director will be at
10 a,m

Scotts Grove
II am at Mason's
Jeff Palmer will sing a will be pianist
The Rev
Wayne Chapel United Methodist
Episcopal
solo and the Indies Choir
Sundas School will be
The Re% 1)at iii Robin- will sing at the euening at 9 30 a in and i'hurch
Carter, pastor, will speak Church.
about "The Prodical
Sunday School will be son Vi ill direct IbIs service Karen Atkins Training will boat 5 n iii
Wife" with scripture at II a.m. at Hazel with Eucharist services at 8
from Hosea 6 6 at 11 a m J W and Tony Jones in and 10.30 a m at St
service at Scotts Grove charge
John's Episcopal Church
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J Burpoe. Baptist Church He also
Assisting will hi' ('ath
Frank C'oles will be in
LOS ANGELES Al', the amusement park.
pastor, will speak at 10 50 will speak at the 6 p m charge at Masbn'spiapel Krizan Samir Mahfoud.
"Walt Disney." the which was featured proa.m. and 5:30 p.m. ser- service
with "Sunday School at 10 Shannon. Christopher. most enduring prune- m use
in many
vices at Grace Baptist
Carl Hoke, deacon of a m Karen Coles will be Nartey Schempp. Mary unie series in television • segments and
in opening
the week, will assist in pianist and Sharon Myatt' Shore. Tina 4;row. John history that enchanted a footage
Church. •
sho w trig
Leland Peeler will service Donald Crawford will be organist
Hart, Pat Robinson and generation of viewers TinkertwIl
swooping in
direct the Church Choir will direct the music with
1.uke Han rington
with fanta
smmatoin front of Sleeping Beaut)'s
as members sing "God Polly McGinnis as
Church School will and nature, is going off Castle
St Ito's Catholic
Leads Us Along" at the organist and Bevely
The Rev- louts Piskula begin at 4 lj .1 in
the air
The show rotated
morning service Dwane Carter as pianist
iihser% mire of I A•rit will
will conduct masses at 4
The last show of the arm* four segments
Jones will be organist and
Sunday School with p in Saturday and at 8 be at 10 a III MO 7 p in series, which has been mirroring
the park's diviAnita Smith will be Jimmy Vance as director and II a in Sunday at St on Ash Wetinestia%
telecast on all three net- MOILS FrOldlerliallt Fan
pianist
will be at 10 a m.
I .eo's Catholic Churuh
works since 1954 under tasyland. Tomorrow land
The Youth Choir will
Special 1.ebten ser%
various titles. 'will be and Adventureland
sing at the evening serFirst Baptist .
Christian Science
will start Ash Writhes
broadcast on ('KS next
An early F.rontierland
vice
The Rev Hal Shipley
The topic of thus week's
, Feb 1r; at
tit
Tuesday
presentation, the threeSunday School with Bible lesson sermon at and cunt
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SCOUTING WEEK — Troop 77 recently observed Scouting Week with a campsite display in Murray City
Park complete with pioneer signaling stand and Indian teepee,Troop 77's 8cout Master is O.B. Boone.

-

In observance of the AmenCan Boy Scouts' 73rd anniversar,v the month of
February has been proclaimed Scout Month and the week ending Saturday as
Scout Week.
Danny Grimes, Scout Executive for the Chicisaw District which includes
Calloway, Graves, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton counties, reports that the
week's activities included a display in the panlofa typical Boy Scout campsite
complete with Indian teepee, the observance ofScout Sunday on Feb. 6 and a
-free sundae" day at McDonalds where unifornied Scouts were giveri free ice
cream sundaes.
Saturday's event in the par* depicted Indian camp-life with displap of a
signal stand, constructed and lashed together by the scouts in Troop 77 The
stand was a replica of what was used by early pioneers for observation and
signaling.
In addition to the activities ofthe Scoutsin Scout Week,some Cub Scoutsin the
district will be recognized andaiardedat banquetsthroughoutScout Month.

•

Grimes said that most troops and packs are sponsored by area churches and
the churches chose Feb. 6th as the day to honorand recognize theScouts.
Grimes reported that activitiessimilar to those held locally were also part of
the anniversary observance in otherareasofthe district.
The Chicka.saw District, according to Grimes,ispart ofthe Four Rivers Council. also made up of.Massac County, ITh eight Jackson Purchase counties and
Livingston County.
The councilservesapproximately2500youngpeople.
Locally, there are over 200 Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorersin Calloway
County. These belong to any offour Boy Scout Troops, four Cub Pacts and one
ExplorerPost.
Grimes would like to express his appreciation, on behalf of the scouts, to
everyone who has volunteeredin any way to help benefittheScouts.
He urges any interested in helping with a troop or anyone interested in
becominga Scoutto contact him at 7534262.

73 Years To
Be Proudl

Number One
Air Conditioning
Maker
Boy Scouts are always finding ways to make our
world a better one Supporting them is our
contribution to their successful achievements

What do these two have in
common?

PARKER FORD
and
A SCOUT...
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A winter view of the new home of National Museum of The Boy Scouts of America,on the campus of Murray State University.

We believe in scouting
and support them.
We are the exclusive Boy
Scout Headquarters for all of
your scouting needs.

A Tribute
To
Our Boy Scouts

SCCIUTINC
1

When lord Robert Baden-Powell,
the Englishman, conceived the idea
of the Boy Scouts and later our own
American, Dan Beard,furthered and
promoted the idea here, neither,
we suspect, ever dreamed what
world wide fountains of Youth he
was putting in action! Today the
Boy Scouts are the flower of young
manhood in every quarter of the
globe. Their deeds are legion. Their
clean, manly characters shine forth
from their scrubbed faces and the
trim uniforms they wear. How very
proud we fathers and mothers of
Boy Scouts should be! Their merit
badges' are a symbol of sincerity,
eagerness to serve and pride in
their organization. God bless them
all. Theyll be leaders tomorrow!
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Boys Carving
A Future...
mars what Scouting is all
about It helps a boy build
character. form strong
ideals and become a concerned. and caring adult
Boy sCOuting means
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...the better life

Today's Boys—Tomorrow's Leaders
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couting rogram gives young men a
goal. We, at hturroy.
Electric, challenge you
to follow that star...

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
753-5312

Scouting and
Buchanan Feed
Stilt Growing
Strong...
Feed and Seed
Bag and
Bulk Feeds
All your dog
food needs

Buchanan Feed
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A Scout Is...
Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Reverent, Clean,
Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave and Obedient.
This wink, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 73rd Anniversary. You can bet they're proud
of their recard...anci justifiably-so. Since its founding, this organization has helped •
A/114104C00 boys become men, through its program of building chortle,r and providing
wholesome octivities for growing youngsters.
•

We salute an outstanding group of boss!

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Corporation
Cooperative
153-5012
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MCHS 79, Murray 41

Lady Marshals shift gears, roll post MHS
By JIM RECTOR
the third quarter killed Lady Marshals' trap
Sports Editor
us. -I told ow' girls at defense. Twice the hosts
DRAFFENVILLE - A halftime that the first stole Murray passes,
runaway grain truck three minutes of the se- once Carol Patter"cleancouldn't have damaged cond half, especially in a ed up a mimed shot and
the Lady Tigers egos tight game, are crucial. started a fast break, and
more than the host Lady They got ahead, got an 11- a carry-over infraction
Marshals did Thursday point lead, and it was all by an MHS guard all addnight
over," the MHS leader e d up to eight
After toying with the explained.
unanswered points for a
Murray High girls for two
Murray stayed tough, 3629 Marshall lead.
quarters, building false going step for
with
With less than four
hopes in the upset- the defending state minutes remaining in the
minded Murrayans. the champs, but lost their third period the Lady
Marshall County girls composure after a 2626 Marshals stiuck again,
blitzed their visitors, 79- halftime break.
capitalizing on four more
41
The Lady Tigers' Murray turnovers for
"You could see them almost visibly came another 60 spurt to go
shift gears," said Murray unglued on the court ahead,5643.
• coach Jim Harrell whose when Marshall County
Parker scored the
girls experienced their won the second half tipoff game-high 30 points and
Fourth straight kris since and two lady Tigers got two teammates - Kim
January 31 -Once they mixed up and ran to the 'Crowell and Staci Dick
got it going, they were wrong goal Howard scored 14 'apiece for the
• gone.," he added about Beth's girls took im- Victors.
the assi•some lady Mar- mediate advantage of the
Murray gathered
halIs, now 19-2_ and five-on-three power play balanced, but insufficient
undefeated #6-01 in the and scored an easy layup - scoring from Diana
di4rict
Then. Murray corn- Ridley, Monica Greene
thought we were go- :WWI:the fatal mistake of and Connie Spann,.each
, _ ing to get after them, but getting snared in the with 10 Spann led the

Tigers at the half with
nine, but she also had
three fouls and was benched with five personals
midway through the final
period.
Greene managed to
block three shots and
Donna Rousse contributed seven rebounds
and seven points to the
losing effort.
Regardless of,/it out-

come of the MurrayThe seeded tournament
Mayfield clash, Ireli_21. will be held at Calloway
the post-season district County High, March 1-5
tournament will pair the
du dui Cada
MURAT i 411
Lady Tigers with
5rad$114111.14•40•113' I....
Calloway • County and 43.414 Sum 424 Mk StArdm•Arr
Marshall County with • lira .413.3.,,Thinilow 4044 tram
IS 311 41
Mayfield in the first wad
NAJORAUXID.
Parkor
II &N IA. l'opo 44.1111 Par 16
round.
3-1 1.Crowd 764 N.1N6
Murray is 2-3 in the 4114. ammo
HI 14 Jorigam 64 I. lime I 443
league. Calloway finished g I 71 UMW sotallo Ili 17 Ai N
Ronan WA
with a 3-3 mark and • Iterards
14415 30.3 44 UM wa•
Mayfield is 0-4

REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE
Above Murray High girls coach Jim Harrell emphasizes a point of technique to one of his lady
Tigers during their 75-41 loss at Marshall County
Thursday. ilefti Part of the Murray problem was
the quick-handed defense of the Lady Marshals
Murray's Connie Spann with ball makes a move
on guard Kim Crowell but loses the ball in the c
flange
Staff photos by Jim Hector
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Tar Heels throw
out strategy;
win with lost shot
By TOM FOREMAN
AP Sport'Writer
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.(AP)- With nine minutes
left at4hLs team trailing third-ranked Virginia $640. N‘rth Carolina Coach Dean Smith figured
there was little need for him to dart diagramming
plays for Pus top-ranked Tar Heels.
Instead, he relied on his team's determination
and some more heroics from sophomore Michael
Jordan to pull out a 64-63 come-from-behind victory over the Cavaliers.
Jordan. whose late jumper against Georgetown
led the Tar Heels to the national championship
last season, tapped in a Jim Braddock miss with
1!67 left. He then converted a steal into a chmk
with 52 seconds left to lead North Carolina to its
16th straight victory, an 60 Atlantic Coast Conference mark and a 214record overall.
"This wasn't a game of strategy," Smith said.
"The players just decided to go out and win
Craig Robinson, whose 16 points led the
Cavaliers, sparked a 17-0 spree that lifted Virginia
from a 26-25 deficit late in the first half tea 4611
lead with 17 minutes left. His Jumper at the 9:45
mark opened the 16-point gap that looked insurmountable.
"At the nine-minute mark, we said forget any
special defense," 'aid Smith. "Treat Sampson
like he was anybody else and let's go at them. Our
defense was aggressive.
"Settle down, keep your poise, don't let It be a
runaway game," Jordan said were his thoughts as
the Tar Heels stared at the deficit.
Virginia opted for a semi-delay offense, but put the ball into a deep freeze which saw them score
nine points in the last 10 minutes.
"We got too laid back. We didn't attack them,"
said 7-foot-4 center Ralph Sampson, who added 15
points. "We didn't take the ball at them. We had a
thesamel
_few mistakesand they eased back
A 9-2 North Carolina spurt cut the Virginia lead
to 56-51 with11:25 left. Braddock had five of those
points on a layup and a three-point field goat.
After falling back by 63-53 on Jim Miller's threepoint play, North Carolina ran off seven
unanswered points and trailed only 63-60 with 2:54
left.
Sampson missed the front end of a bonus with
1:20 left and Sam Perkins grabbed the rebound for
the Tar Heels. After Braddock Missed a threepoint attempt, Jordan sneaked inside for the tip
with 1:07 left.
Rick Carlisle then started up the floor, only to
have Jordan pick his pocket for the game-winning
basket. Once again, the Wilmington, N.C., native
was the hero.
"It's Just opportunity," Jordan said. "I don't
know why it keeps happening to me, but I guess
that's the way things go.'
Braddock finished with 14 points, while Matt
Doherty haa 11 and Perkins added 10.

First experience with pressure not pleasant for Lady Lakers
Sir,r Billy Joel came
out ,A ith a recent hit
"Pressure" which aptly
applied to Calloway
County's lady I.aker
situation Thursday night.
The CMS girls simply
couldn't handle the
pressure of Ione I tak, los;

mg at home,74-70
We Just haven't been
in any pressure
ballgames this season.
We were up by 10 at the
end of the third period,
but let it slip away," said
(7(liS coach John Orr "I
don't like the outcome of

the game. but I think it
will help us down the line.
especially with the tournament coining up."
Tammy Burton and
Carol liabeck,the top two
scorers in Region One,
lived up to their high
rankings by canning 31

"IT WORKS!"

and 17 points against
Calloway. The 1.ady
Laker'responded with 21
from Tanuni Tress - and
16 from Beth Hooks.
"That Burton girl,
she's something else,"
Orr said. "Overall I
believe she's the best in
the region. She can go inside or she can park 20
feet out and find nothing

but net She put it to us
last night."
The lady Lakers were
hampered by the loss of
Terri Malcolm who fouled out in the first minute
of the third period with
eight points. and Hooks
who was benched early in
the fourth quartet after
five personals.
"We got caught with
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"I'm Bob McDougal from Benton
and I look and feel great thanks to
Nutri/System"
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' I lost 35 pounds through the
NutoiSystern Weight Loss Center
prourom I am away from home
during the week & Num/System
food being Pre.Pockoged &
Measured mode it easser for me I
wouldhighlyrecommend it to my
friends I boy* tried mony other
diets before but have never lost
this much this lost
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Bring on the tournament.
That's the battle cry of
the Murray Middle
School basketball teams
after they finished their
regular season schedules
Thursday night with a
double win over host
South Marshall.
The MMS boys ended
their campaign with .9-2
record after handling
South Marshall,37-25.
The Lady Tigers improved to 4-6 by winning
,35-23.
Rodney Skinner's 17
points and 14 more from
Mark West propeUed the
Tigers to victory No.9.
Steve Garland led the
squad in rebounds with
seven as the Tigers out
boarded South Marshall.
34-16.
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"It was real good that
we won," Tiger coach
Rick Fisher admitted,
"but they were ready for
us. We really had to work
for this one.
The Murray teams play
Mayfield in the opening
round of the middle
school tournament,
hosted by Calloway Middle School 'beginning
Monday.

503 WOW

753-3062

Feb.17, and at Farmington, Feb.21, before
closing out their season at
home 'hosting Reidland
and Farmington, Feb. 22
and 24.
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The Lady Tigers hope
to ride Thursday's
momentum into the firstround. They limited
South Marshall to only
two points in the third
period tn go ahead,31-11.
Kelly Ridley led the
victors with 14 points,
Amy Long added eight
and Julie Bedell had
five.

Simpson, Krueger named
to College Hall of Fame
NEW YORK (AP) O.J. Simpson, Southern
Cal's star tailback of the
late 1960s. tackle Charlie
Krueger of Texas Allal
and linebacker Lee Roy
Jordan of Alabama were
among 11 former players
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the start of the final
period before Lone Oak
turned the game around.
The loss was the third
straight for CCHS.
The Calloway junior
varsity team defeated
Lone Oak; also on Thursday, 30-14. Shannon Ford
popped in 10 points and
Jenny Winchester added
eight to the win.
CCHS plays two road
games, at Fulton County,

Murray Middle School prepares
for tourney, sweeps S. Marshall
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two starters on the bench
and then Lone Oak just
pressured the heck out of
us. We're not at the point
yet where we can play
with that kind of
pressure. But we'll
learn:" Orr said.
Calloway overcame an
16-12 disadvantage at the
end of the .first quarter
and turned it into a 3point lead at halftime, 3330. Calloway led 53-43 at
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named to the National
Football Foundation's
College Football Hall of
Fame.
They will be formally
Inducted at the foundation's annual awards banquet in New York on
Decti, along with former
coaches Woody Hayes of
Ohio State, DarreU Royal
of Texas and Frank
Broyles of Arkansas.
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Basketball highlights tonight; tournament season near
A return match between host Murray State
and Tennessee Tech
highlights tonight's local
basketball `scene. The
Racers look to take
another step toward their
36-win goal, presently
standing 174 overall.
Tech, 114 overall, will
be fighting to stay within
striking distance of the
four-team cutoff for the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament, March 11-12.
The Golden Eagles rank
fifth in the latest OVC
standings. 4-3 in league
play, below Murray 8-1 ),
Eastern Kentucky (6-2).
Akron ( 6-3
and
Morehead I 5-3 ).

Tonight's 7.30 Upon
will feature the twb bestshooting teams in the conference as -Murray is
ranked No I hitting 49.7
percent of its shots. Tech
is second with 49.2 accuracy from the field
Three Eagles average
In double figures including Steve Taylor and
Stephen Kite who rank
4th and 9th m the OVC
standings with 13.8 and
13.9 averages, Lonnie
Boone adds 11.3 per
game.
As it's been almost all
season, MSU has the second, third and fourth
leading scorers in the
OVC in Glen Green 3).4j,1

k

covering
all fields

Lamont Sleets 117 4 and
Ricky Hood 116.2
• • •
In the February II
issue of Basketball
Times, a national college
basketball publication,
Murray State is ranked
No.20 in the country
• • •
If comparative scores
is your bag, check this
one Murray State beat
Fordham 1 New York by
30 in the University of
Alabama-Birmingham
Classic in December.
Last night Fordham
upset Notre Dame,7549.
Hirrinrurun.
• • •
Saturday night Racer
Arena will be busy again
when Central State of
Ohio (12-10) pays Murray
State a visit.
Bruce Davis is averaging 19.4 points per game
and teammate James
Marable is good for 11.8
each outing.
The Marauders have
lost their list five games
and Murray State will be
only the second Division I
team they've faced this
season.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Tipoff is 7.30 p.m for
the first meeting between
the two schools.
•

•

•

With the regular season
on the backside, winding
down to the post-season
playoffs, discussions concerning the NCAA and
NIT fields are cropping
up
Concerrung the N('AA,
here's the latest speculations on where the ()VC
champ would play and
the opening round dates_
The ()VC is part of the
Mideast Region which is
also comprised of the
Southeastern, Big Ten,
Sun Belt. Midwestern City, Mid American and
Southwestern Athletic
conferences.
Two first-round sites
for the Mideast playoffs
ace Evansville, Ind., and
Tampa, Fla. The dates
for the first and secondround games in
Evansville are March 18
and 20. In Tampa the
dates are. March 17 and
19.
The Mideast, and each
of the other three NCAA
regions, as composed of 12
teams Seven conference

in the final game, they Murray High Tigers play
champs receive ray hosting Mayfield
automatic berths to the the outcome won't affect would tie with Calloway their basketball
Mideast Region but the the district standings County with 3-3 district homecoming against
Midwestern City and Therefore Murray and marks That would pit Ballard Memorial while
Southwestern conference Calloway will be paired in Mayfield and Calloway in Calloway County has its'
champs must play the first round as will the first round along with homecoming scheduled
for Feb 18 against Lon('
preliminary rounds Mayfield and district Marshall and Murray
If the CardiruiLs lose to Oak
before advancing to the leader Marshall County
• • • •
NCAA's first round.
The boys' schedule also Marshall they would tie
The girls' regional
The Midwestern City shows one game remain- with Murray with 2-4
champ plays the Metro ing
league-leading district records Both of playoffs will be held at
Conference champ in its Marshall County at Murray's league wins Mayfield. March 9-10 and
preliminary engagement Mayfield, Feb 22 The have come at May field's 14-15 The boys play at
while Southwestern's outcome of this game expense and a tie with the Marshall County, March
-land 11-12
champ meets the Trans could affect the.stan- Cards would give Murray
third place and a firstBoys state tournament
American represen- dings
tative
Marshall County will be round date with Calloway will be in Lexington.
March 16-19, and the girls
No one can be sure yet the No 1 seeded team County
play in Richmond, March
whether the OVC champ regardless, but if the CarSaturday night the M-216
will play in Evansville or dinals upset the Ma7thals
Tampa. but the tournament pairings will be announced Sunday, March
13, by (its Sports between 4-4 30 p m CST
Ask me about State Farm's
The NIT will announce..
brand new IRA
its field later that Saint
day
Like a good neighbor
For what it's worth,
suie Farm list/tem
here's the list of school Officials- on the Mideast
••
Region's Advisory Committee
chairman Victor Bubas, Sun Belt Conference: Eldon Miller.
Ohio State, Stan Simpson. Middle Tennessee.
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SLAMMER - Ricky Hood gets another chance
tonight to display his slamming abilities when Murray State hosts Tennessee Tech in Racer Arena.
Monday against Eastern Illinois, Hood had five
&tarn dunks and a career-high 33 total points.
File photo by Jim Rector

The test will come in a
scheduleir 15-round bout
for the undsiputed 160pound class title Hagler
won when he stopped
another Englishman,
Alan Minter, in three
rounds Sept. V,1981.
'Hagler is a solid
favorite to make his sixth
successful defense before
a sellout crowd of 13,577
in the Centrum. The fight
also will be telecast by
Home Box Office at about

Commentary

Burnout spoiled Jets coach's career
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Sports Writer
Success may have spoiled Rock Hunter, but it did
even more to Walt Michaels. It jabbed his nerves,
changed his personality, gripped hirn with unrelenting pressure and took away what had been his life
-football.
Young reporters on the New York Jets' beat
cheered editorially when it was announced suddenly that Michaels was retiring as head coach after
six roller-coaster years. He had been irascible, they
said, stubborn, vindictive and almost impossible to
deal with civilly.
The older followers of the team, dating back to
the 1960s when a personable young Michaels served
as a defensive coach under Weeb Ewbank, were
sorrowed by the news. They had learned to respect
and admire this barrel-chested son of a Polish immigrant miner for his toughness and rigid
adherence to discipline and the work ethic.
He was no polished apple. He was no glad hander.
He was stoical, moody at times, but with a
refreshing earthiness. He was honed by a tough
father who told him,"If you hit, you win. If you win,
you're successful."
Michaels carried this philosophy through his 16year pro career as linebacker with the Cleveland
Browns, and to coaching, first with the Oakland
Raiders briefly, then the Jets.
He exhorted his players. "Make every hit like it's

the only one us your life and don't quit "
Then Michaels quit Wednesday in an act that left
friends,critics and fans stunned.
He had survived four years of frustrating, losing
seasons with the Jets. In 1961, he rallied these
ragtag losers into the playoffs and the past season
brought the team to within 60 minuted of the Super
Bowl, losing an AFC championship heartbreaker to
Miami.
After being beaten by Miami in the AFC title
game, he shut himself in his lockerroom. A national
reporter who wandered in aimlessly was bodily
removed.
Michaels, 53, fumed on the trip home because
quarterback Richard Todd wasn't on the plane.
Then he failed to join his players in the lockerroom
for the season's final meeting.
His actions indicated telling pressure. He brooded
and sulked. He wasn't the Walt Michaels of old.
These are symptoms of a familiar coaches'
disease called "burnout." Dick Vermeil
acknowledged it when retired, weeping, as coach of
the Philadelphia Eagles. So did Bill Walsh of the
49ers who talked about quitting and then relented.
There have eight coaching changes this year.
But Tom Landry, Bud Grant and Don Shula roll
on peacefully with. what Joe Gibbs, workaholic
coach of the Super Bowl champion Redskins, calls
U e perfect antidote.
"Bud Grant," says Gibbs, "closes the office and
goes home in the afternoon to feed the dog"
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Hagler promotes 'mean beans,'
intends to be 'mean one'himself
WORCESTER,. Mass.
( API - "This is my
business and if there is a
new product coming up I
got to know about it,"
says Marvin Hagler,
part-time baked-bean
salesman 'and full-time
middleweight champion
of the world.
The new product
Hagler will test tonight is
a squarely -built
Englishman named Tony
Sibson

•

10 '3) p in EST, and Will
be seen dli closed circuit
television in England
Hagler had made an
adverstisernent for a
baked-bean company in
which he proclaims the
product "is one mean
bean."
The champion from
Brockton. Mass., likes to
work himself into one
mean mood for his fights,
and he apparently has
succeeded for tonight's
txrut
"I know he's very
strong, very gutsy."
Ilagler said of the 24year-old European champion from I eicester "But
sometimes guts can get
you into trouble
"All they are doing is
sending this kid to a moment of destruction."
Hagler. who says he is
21 and not his listed age of
30, has scored 46
knockouts in winning 55
fights against two lasses
and two draws He scored
knockouts in all five of his
the last.
title defenses
a fifth-round KO of
Fulgencio Obelmenas
last Oct 31 at San Remo,
Italy
Hagler will get $1 6
million for his sixth
defense, and already is
set for a seventh defense
May 20 at Atlantic City,
N J., against Frank "The
Animal" Fletcher barring an upset and if Fletcher beats Wilford Scypion Sunday
Sibson is getting
$567,000 in his bid to
become the fifth
Englishman to hold the
middleweight crown.
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Jim Wheeler, manager Hutson's AG Service, Inc., At
Sedalia, Ky., Is Pleased To Announce He'll Be Offering The
Una" On New Milk Generator Milking Rations From Purina.
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RACERS RETURN TO RACER ARENA
msu vs Tenn. Tech., Feb. 11, 7:30 p.m.
MSU vs Central State,Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m.
OVC Standings'
cow ov•ran
1-1
6-2
6-3
5-3
4-3
34
1-8
1-8

17-3
8-12
124

Racer Results

104
11-8

11/19 Marathon Oil
11/27 W. Virginia Tech
11/29 Bradley
12/2 SIU-Carbondale
12/4 McNees.St.
12/6 Bowling Green
12/17 E. Kentucky
12/18 Morehead St.
12/28 Fordham
12/29 UAB
ln Youngstown St.
1/3 Akron
1/11 E. Illinois
1/14 Tennessee Tech
1/18 SIU-F.
1/21 Middle Tenn.
1/24 SE Louisiana
1/29 Austin Peay
2/4 Youngstown St
2/5 Akron
2/7 E. Illinois

109
6-14
4-15

OVC Leading Scorers'
PPG
307
204
17 4
16 9
lb

Joe Jakubiek, Akron
(:len(;reen. MSU
Ricky Hood, MSU
Lamont Sleets. INSU
Lenny Manning, APSU

*r**:-*************1ErlE

Murray State
E Kentucky
Akron
Morehead
Tenn Tech
Youngstown St
Austin Pea y
Middle Tenn

RACERS HEAD TO
AITSU FOR LATE NIGHT
CLASH WITH THE
BLUE RAIDERS

OVC Leading
Rebounders•
Ricky Hood, MS1;
Earl Harrison, MO
Jim Chambers, EKU
Doug 1.ipscomb. MTSU
Jett Tucker. MO
As of February 9

8Z.75
75.84
9047
63.41
99-77
81-78
8643
96-89
93-63
81-75
92-83
90-79
64-78
9248
8344
6144
8545
81-77
79-74
78-84
9242

Racer

Schedule
Feb. II Tennessee Tech
Feb. 12 Central State
Feb. 18 at Middle Tennessee
Feb. 25 at Austin Peay
Feb. 28 at Louisville
Mar. 4 Eastern Kentucky
Mar. 5 Morehead State
Mar. 11-12 OVC Tournament

Central State

Murray State

- 6-6 Bruce Davis 18 9 ,
F' 6-6 James Marablet 12 0
(; • 6-3 Timothy Brydiei 7 0'
.t1 Vartez Littler 5 3
C
7 Eric Salter'6 6
Leading Rebounder J Marable 63

F 6-6
V 6-8
r, S-10
t; 6-3
( 6-7
Leading

Glen.Green( 20 41
Sammy Curran 5.6
Lamont Sleets( 16_9
Brian Stewart 10.6
Ricky Hood)17.11
Reboiinder R. Hood 10 0

Tennessee Tech
6-4 Lonnie Boone( 11.3)
6-4 Stephen Kite( 13.71
6-3 Danny Schultz(6.11
6-2 Carlton Clarington(4.6)
6-8 Steve Taylor( 13.8
Leading Rebounder S. Taylor: 7.1
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Army interested in railroad tracks Drunk driver hotline successful

HOPICINSVILIE, Ky
tAF) - The littletniveled Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad tracks
south of Hopkinsville
may be purchased by the
Army, possibly for use by
troop trams.
"It's not uncommon.
bat its not common
either for the Army to
actually own rail lines).said Eugene Shaw,traffic
manager for Fort Campbell's Installation
Transportation Office.
He said the Army currently is leasing the 17 or
so miles of track
In addition to the tracks
south of the city, the Army also plans to acquire
the ICG rail beltline in
Hopkinsville. plus some
tracks extending west
toward Cadiz
Once all the tracks are

IR-quo-ed. the Army will
own some 40 miles of rail
line, both on-post and offpoet, Shaw explained
The eic%
,
:as three
engines a
11 rail cars
currently
igned to
Fort Campbell.
"We have a train wtuch
goes up ever now and
then to cut bruah.- Shaw
Said. noting that the train
is restricted to five or 10
mph.
If acquired by the Army and upgraded, the
rail line would be used to
transport such essentials
as fuel, supplies, commodities and ammunition.Shaw said.
He said the rail line
may be linked with the
Cadiz Railroad.
As for troop trains.
Shaw said one tentatively
is planned to arrive in

Hopkinsville from
Florida in April.
The 650-700 Army
reserves from Jacksonville. Fla. would geroff
at the Hopkinsville depot
and be taken by bus to
Fort Campbell because
an embargo restricts
passenger trams from
moving over the ICG
tracks
Shaw said the ICG
tracks have been the object of numerous studies
since the railroad 4 announced plans to abandon
them
ICG began operating
the line between here and
Nashville in 1968.
More than four years
ago, the railroad asked
the Interstate Commerce
Commission for pertmssion to drop the little-used
route because it didn't
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produce enough revenue
to justify needed repairs.
FRANKFORT, Ky
After • federal adAP 0
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rnuustraUve law lodge weapon In the
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approved the abandon.,against .the drunken
ment in 1901 the Arrily - driver
a toll-free
entered into the lease- telephone hotline
has
purchase agreement-. been used by hundreds
of
Shaw said
Kentuckians. ac-cording
to state police
The toll free line rings
at state police headquarters, where a dispatcher deteniunes the location of a suspected intoxicated dnver He then
presses two buttons tol
forward the call to the ap.,
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drunken driving cans
made in December led to
arrests - but police
believe ptiblic awareness
of the line may frighten
drunks off the roads
The program began in
November and is funded
in part with a 820,000
federal grant The project is known as Action
RAP-ID I Report an Intoxicated Problem
Driver
Dispatchers say most
people who Use the,line to
'others
report drunks
report traffic accidents,
murders, robberies and
neighborhood quarrels
are angry because an intoxicated driver almost
crashed into them Or
they fear the person may
hit another car
Rut other people call
out of revenge.

a recent tee storm, police
said the hotline had 1,200
calls in 24 hours
When they. receive calla
about subjects other than
drunken drivers. dispatchers listen then switch
the calls to state police
posts.
Trooper Hick Stout.
who helps manage the
program. said the calls so
far have not tnterferod
with the program's purpose
VIC
who use the
hotline should be
prepared to give the locaWm,a description. and, if
possible, the Iii•ense
number of a Car that's being reported The 11441111e
number that can be used
from anywhere in the
state is -800-222-55
State police sas ti•Iltale
signs of drunken driving
include very slow or fast
driving. -wide turns,
%raving, slow' response
11, traffic lights or throwing Ng-this or cans out a

Dispatcher Ralph Murphy said that after a husband drinks and leaves
his house in a huff, the
man's wife will phone and
say, "Go get him, but
don't tell my husband I
called
One caller from Clay
County last Friday told a
dispatcher. 'I've got a 16year-old girl out with a 34year-old man.
I'd like
for you to check out the
motels over at Manchester. or it could be at
Iondon

"When you get her. you
bring her home." the
caller said. "and I promise you she won't be out
no more "
Other callers have inquired about the weather.
although state police
discourage non
enierxeno calls During
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A 'Lady' May Flirt,
But Doesn't Fool Around

right No "real. 1)1EAFt 111.1111)EK1,414.
gentleman would ask a lads if she fooled oround.
(That's not a question. it's a propoe,ition.i
And only the lady know a a hy Whe gcce-ple.d his
business card. Maybe she's tics er seen an orrosthead collection.
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Catch up on fanuly news
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You May buy something
Irian a mail order catalogue,
or make at major decision
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Make a point Co go after
what you really want out at'
life You'll (fleet no opposition
today In fact, others are impressed by you
PISCES
I Feb'. 19 to Mar 3)
You'll be -happs spending
some time by yourself today.
Rest, relaxation, reading and
other private pursuits preoccupy you.
YOU HORN TODAY have a
flair fur self-expri-ssion which
will aid you in both business
and the arts. You'd make a
good spokesnmin for a cause
and can succeed in sales,
advertising and brokerage
liwnanitartan by nature,
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general welfare and may be
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CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.112-CI•3O
INVESTORS HERITAGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF, -vs- PASO) DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC., a
Kentucky Corporation RICK.MAN & NOFtSWORTHY BUILDING
SUPPI1ES,INC.. DEFENDANTS
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Hy virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered in the abovestyled action on the 28th day of January, 190, I will sell the
hereinafter described real estate at public auction from the front
loot of the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray. Kentucky. at or
about the hour of 1 00 o'clock p m., Local Tune, on Monday. the 211th
day of February. 1983 The property shall be a* in four .4 I separate
tracts to the highest and best bidder's I which said property LS more
parti• ularly des( ribed as follows. to-wit
Tract No. 1.
A portion off of the east side of Lots One Hundred One 110l and
one Hundred Two 0102 , as shown in the Third Replat of the Pasco
subdivision to the City of Murray. Kentucky, as recorded in Deed
Book 108 page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
urt and more particularly described as follows, to-wit
Beginning at an iron stake in the south boundary of lot number
(one Hundred Two -102,.
located in the north boundary of Wells
Orirvis. sixty 060 feet west of the northwest corner of the intersection
of Pasco Avenue 017th Street and Wells Drive. thence in an easterly
dire, tool with the north boundary of Wells Drive a distance of sixty
tie) feet to an iron stake at the southeast corner of lot number One
Hundred 'I wo 0102i. thence in a northerly direction with the west
taani,lary of Pasco Avenue 017th Street a distance of One Hundred
•irty time and two-tenths .149 2. feet to an iron stake at the
ilortheast • orner of lot number One Hundred One 1101); thence in a
esterly direction with the north boundary of lot number One
Hundred Erne 0101 ) a distance of (me Hundred Two 0102i feet to an
iron stake in the north boundary of lot number One Hundrmi One
iii
theffi-e in a southerly direction and parallel to the west
boundary. of Pasco Avenue 017th Street , a distance of one hundred
sera
120 • feet to an iron stake thence in a southeasterly direction
distan•-•• of fifty-one arid one-tenth 051.11 feet to the point of
ts•gltifilflg

Tract No 2:
A portion off of the west side of 14as One Hundred One .101 arid
(
Hundred Two 102 and forty-nine and five-tenths 019 5 , feet off
of ft, east side of I Ad I me Hundred (1001 as shown in the Third
of the Pas• 0 Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky. as
re. -led III Deed liookvision to the City of Murray. Kentucky. as
r,.
HiI a•ed Hook In& page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the
.L.iva LLAInt) Court andinure particularly described as follows.
11000i4ning at an iron stake in the south boundary of Lot One
H .1,11,-01 1 wo 102 located in the north boundary of Wells Drive,
feet west of the northwest corner of the intersection of
1..• s. ..11..enue • 17th Street • and Wells Drive thence in a westerly
non with the .north boundary of Wells Drive'a distance of one
huri.tred and thirty-seven and five-tenths 4 t3751 feet to an iron stake
, .in the north boundary of Wells Drive located twenty-five and fivetenths 2.1 ' feet east of the southwest corner of Lot One Hundred
POI
then, e in a northerly direction and parallel to the west
boundary of I ,ot On'e Hundred 4 100 a distance of one hundred fortynon.- 149 feet to an iron stake in the north boundary of Lot One
Hundred
located twenty-five and five-tenths (25.51 feet east of
III- northwest • orocr of IAA One Hundred 01000 thence in an easterly
dire. ti4,11 with the north boundary of !Ails One Hundred 11000 and One
!tundra-41 one ; 101. a distance of ninety-one 911 feet to an iron stake
the north b4iinidary of Lot One Hundred One 41010 located one
hundred two 01020 feet west of the northeast cordbr of Lot-number
me thmrtred I ine-... 141 i the-nee- in a southerlyahrectioo and parallel
to the west boundary of Pasco Avenue 017th Street a distance of one
hundred twenty 012th feet to an iron stake, thence in a southeasterly
direction distance of fifty-one and one-tenth ( SI ii feet to the point
III beginning
• For source of title, see deed from John 0. l'asco, a single man, to
Pasco Development Company. Inc . dated January 2. 1980, which is
recorded in Microfilm lite() Book 160; Card 2265 in the offi• e of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court " •
Tract No. 1:
'Twenty-five and five-tenths (25 50 feet off of the west side of Lot
(Inc litirldred 4 MO I and sixty-five and five-tentha feet off of the east
side of Lot Ninety-Nine 199) as recorded in the Third Replat of the
Pasco Subdivision to the City' of Murray. Kentucky, as recorded in
Deed Book 108, page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
4'4Ainty('rain and more particularly described as follows, to
-wit
• Beginning at an Iron stakein the north boundary of Wells Drive
located twenty-five and five-tenths 2551 feet east of the southwest
corner of Lot( Me Hundred 01001 thence in a westerly direction with
the north Ix iurida ry of Wells Drive a distance of ninety-one (911 feet to
an iron stake in the north boundary of Wells Drive located nine and
(1%1-tenths 50 feet east of the southwest corner of Lot Ninety-Nine
thence in a northerly direction and parallel to the west
boundary of Lot Ninety-Nine (99 jocated nine and (tee-tenths (9.5)
fret east of the northwest corner of Lot Ninety-Nine (99). thence in
an easterly direction with the north boundary of Lot Ninety-Nine 1991
and I AA one Hundred (100 located twenty-five and five-tenths i 25.5
feet east of the northwest corner of Lot One Hundred (100); thence in
a southerly direction and parallel to the west boundary of Lot One
Hundred i'100r a distance of one hundred forty-nine (1191 feet to the
p••int of beginnuig.
1- or source of title, see deed from John() Pasco, a single man, to
Pasco l)evelopment Company. Inc., dated January 2. 1980, which is
recorded in Microfilm Deed Book 160. Card 21185 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court."
Tract No,4:
Nine and fi ive-tenths 09.5( feet off of the west side of Lot NinetyNine • 991, all of Lot Ninety-Eight ( 98) and thirty 1 30 feet off of the
east side of IAA Ninety-Seveni 97 • as shown in the Third Replat of the
l'as4 o Subdivision to the City of Murray. Kentucky, as recorded in
lieed Book 108. page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court and more particularly described as follows. to-wit •
- Beginning at an iron stake in the north boundary of Wells Drive
located nine and five-tenths (9.5) feet east of the southwest corner of
Lot Ninety-Nine 0991, thence in a westerly direction with the north
boundary of Wells Drive a distance of one hundred fourteen and fivetenths 11145' feet loan iron stake in the north boundary of Wells
Drive located thirty 1301 fest west of the southeast corner of Lot
Ninety-Seven 1971, thence in a northerly direction and parallel to the
east boundary of. Lot Ninety-Seven (97) a distance of one hundred
forty-nine 1149)feet to an Iron stake in the north boundary of Lot
Ninety-Seven (971 located thirty (30) feet west of the northeast
corner of lot Ninety-Seven 147); thence in an easterly direction with
the north boundary of Lot NinentySeven (971. Lot Ninety-Eight 1181.
and Lot Ninety-Nine(99) a distance of one hundred fourteen and fivetenths (114.5) feet to an Iron stake in the north boundary of Lot
Ninety-Nine 99) located nine and five-tenths 411.51 feet east of the
northwest corner of Lot Ninety-Nine 4991; thence in a southerly
direction and parallel to the west boundary of Lot Ninety-Nine(N)a
&stance of one hundred forty-nine 049i feet to the point of beginning.
'For source of title, see deed from John 0. Peace a single man, to
'Pasco Development Company, Inc., dated January 2, 1980, which Is
recorded in Microfilm Deed Book 180. Card 3865 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court."
Tract No. 1 is being sold for the purpose
.of satisfying the hen of the
plaintiff, Investors &Matte Life Insurance Company, in the suiri of
00,421 Z1, together with Interest thereon at the rate of 12% peeannum from the 24th day of January, 1963, unUI paid. and Tract No. 2
is being sold for the purpoee of satisfying the lien of the plaintiff,
Investors Herttage Life Insurance Company,in the et= of 881.728.64,
together with Interest thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the
28th day of January. 1283. until paid. and Tract No. 3 is being sold for
the purpose of satisfying the lien of the Plaintiff, Investors Heritage
We Insurance
ny:' In the sum of in 479.TI together with
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interest thereon at the rate of
wow from the 311th day of
January, 1143. until paid, and Trto.41s being sold for the ournew
of satisfying the lien of the plainiff• Investors Heritage tAfe
Insurance Company. in the sum of $82.220.52, together with Interest
thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the 38th day et January.
1983, until paid. The same will be made on terms-of a cub deposit of
Ten 10%,4
percent of the sale price at the time of sale and the
balance to be due in thirty 4301 days. the successful bidder(s being
required to execute bandit-) covering the balance of the purchase
price with surety to be approved by the undersigned, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the data of sale until paid. However, the
purchase price, or any part thereof, in cash at anytime prior to the
maturity of said bond and causing the same to be canceled. Said
property shall be sold with the improvements thereon -as is". and
shall be sold free and clear of all liens and encumbrances. except all
State. County and School Taxes for the year 1963. which shall be paid
by the purchaser. and the purchaser shall take said real property
subiect to all easements.-restrictions, stipulations and agreements of
record, any matters disclosed by an accurate survey or inspection of
the property. assessments for public improvements levied against
the property and zoning regulations
, All bidders should be prepared to comply promptly with the
foregoing terms
Frank 1.. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

•

CALLOW A Y CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.ISCI417
INVESTORS HERITAGE LITE
INSURANCE COMPANY,

PLAINTIPT,

-vsJOHN 0.PASCO,

DEFENDANT,

COIGLISSZONERB SALE
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered in the abovestyled action on the 28th day January, 1963, I will sell the hereinafter
described real estate at public auction from the front door of the
Calloway County Courthouse. Murray. Kentucky, at or about the
hour of 1:00 o'clock p.m., Local Time, on Monday. the 28th day of
February. 1963. The property shall be sold to the highest and best
bidder, which said property is more particularly described as
follows, to-wit •
Tract No. 1
-Forty five 145 i feet off of the east side of lot number
ninety six 1961 and forty five 145) feet off of the west side
c4 lot number ninety seven 197 1 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray.
Kentucky, as recorded in Deed Book 106, page 471 in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For source of title, see Deed Book 81. page 471, in the
Notice
IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. '
Civil Action File No.11-CI-275
Tract No. 2:
ftlf1181 MANCE IS 1111
ROBERT B. HOLLAND. PETITIONER.
"Lot Number One Hundred Three 4103) and forty and
Milli
NNW
vs
say
VS. CHARLES COLEMAN,
five-tenths
040.5) feet off of the east side of Lot Number
Non camases turt
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF
One Hundred-Four (104 as shown in the Third Replat of
closed Orr Otos to Nut
MYRTLE LOUISE HOLLAND.
the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky as
111 al Ohm sequoias
INTERVENING PETITIONER. VS
recorded in Deed Rook 108, page 471in the office of the
tiles fit lin Wm is
CA ROI.YN DUNLAP,CHARLES DUNCAN,
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
bosons is Ibsen In
LEO DUNCAN, ANTHONY DUNCAN,
For source of title, see Deed Book 81. page 471 in the
lict le I tuts at kart
JUDY WRIGHT, BOBBY HOLLAND, BILL
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, in which
HOLLAND. JANICE DUNCAN, CHRISTY
N Pas le clew am leers
mortgagor received one-half interest in the above
DUNCAN, a minor. and VERONICA
It cam& It a essul
property, the remaining, one-half interest mortgagor
DUNCAN.a minor, RESPONDENTS.
pieasat 8 sane all yam
obtained-by surviving his wife. Ruth E. Pasco, who died
heistal silts It
on July 27,1977." COMMISSIONER'S SALE
isstalin a 1st at 7.1
Tract No. 1 is being sold for the purpose of satisfying the lien of the
By virtue of a Judgement and Order of
wattage rat Mitt Ions
plaintiff. Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company, in the sum of
Sale of the CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Pow till et tam at I
$58.627.62, together with interest thereon at the rate of 12% per
rendered at the January 14th Term thereof
wilt tate can et all yaw
annum from the 24th day of January, 1963, until paid, and Tract No.
1963. in the above cause for the DIVISION
2 is being sold for the purpose of satisfying the lien of the plaintiff,
Naomi ask WI Dal
OF PROPERTY, and its cost therein I shill
sot yes at live us Os— Investors Heritage life insurance Company,.in-ihe sum of 159`,136.13,
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
together with interest thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the
opportune Is sores for
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the highest
28th day of January, 1983. until paid. Each tract will be sold
iluscIJI wet
bidder, at public auction on Monday.
separately. The same will be made on terms of a cash deposit of Ten
February 28, 1983, at 1'00 O'clock P.M.. or
Cow Tray
10% percent of the sale price at the time of sale and the balance to be
thereabout, FOR CASH, the following
due in thirty (30) days, the successful bidder being required to
Water
described property:to-wit
413 toe Strict
execute bond(s covering the balance of the purchase price with
''A part of the. Northwest Quarter of
itiesimme 753 1417 4.
---=--4
--"' •surety to be approved by the undersigned, bearing interest at 12%
Section 20, Township 1, Range 5 East. and
per annum from the date of sale until paid. However, the purchaser
Call is Islay'
being a part of a tract of 'approximately 25
of said property shall have the privilege of paying the full purchase
acres, the lands herein conveyed being more
price, or any part thereof, in cash at anytime prior to the maturity of
particularly described as follows:
said bond and causing the same to be cancelled. Said property shall
Beginning at a point in the grader ditch on
be sold with the improvements thereon "as is", and shall be sold free
COMING SOON
the West side of Bailey Road, at the
and clear of all liens and en'eumbrancrs,except all State, County and
Southeast corner of the tract of land
School Taxes for the year 1963, which shall be paid by the purchaser,
conveyed by Clifford C Causey, et ux. to
COO
and the purchaser shall take said real property subject to all
Bert Coiling, et ux. of record in Deed Book
easements, restrictions, stipulations and agreements of record; any
124, Page 435; thence in a Westerly direction
matters disclosed by an accurate survey or inspection of the
SILVER
with the South side of said tract 39 poles, 9
property; assessments for public improvements levied against the
feet 8 inches to a stake; thence in a
property and zoning regulations.
CUSTOM
Northerly direction 334 feet to a stake,
All bidders should be prepared to comply promptly with the
JEWELERS
thence in an Easterly direction 39 poles. 9
foregoing terms.
feet 8,inches to the grader ditch in the West
Frank L. Ryan
side of Bailey Road. thence South with said
Master
Commissioner
Watch for Greed
grader ditch 334 feet to a point of beginning.
Calloway Circuit Court
being a tract of 5 acres, more or less. LESS
0.
any part of said tract contained in right-ofOlympic Pleas
way of said Bailey Road."
For the purchase price the purchaser
Fenner Uncle Lie's 2. Notice
2. Notice
must pay CASH. Bidders will be prepared to
2. Notice
comply promptly with these terms.
"Neilsen Life sad AcFrank L. Ryan
VALENTINE
cident's IRA cen
Master Commissioner,
DANCE
Calloway Circuit Court
gearsates yee sad
low ow catiotooionco.
yew spews. e retireWho from we Solos Dor
Log Splitters,
we biot rot
meet nem, ye* can't
(The weeds if Tea•
25% off noisier
,from 635 PIO to 11141 I
nesse') formerly tibe
r ental.
la alenioyo. 104466.14
Loretta Lyme Node
rowsilays sod FAIIIM
Constriction
CALL OWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Reach bead fester*
reepoets, otormeept,
hooters for rent or
POIITUK, CASUAL
CIVIL ACTION NO.as-a-no
Use Also. $3.00 Sri1466 VI Maio
GREATER LOUISVILLE FIRST
solo.
icy Might, $5.00
753-8201
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Saturday sight
ASSOCIATION successor by merger to
Foixreary I 1 th & I 2th.
Ed Jennings
101111Al Sail S
LINCOLN FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
Box 64
LOAN ASSOCIATION of Owensboro.
MAWS
CENTER
Murray, Ky
Kentucky. and KENTUCKY HOUSING
Pest Mo. 15
12071
CORPORATION, PLAINTIFFS. VS
COMING
NAYDEAN RUTLEDGE, COUNTY OF
SOON
CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY and CITY OF'
3. Card of Thanks
3. Card of Thanks
Nave S winefes? Cal
MURRAY,KENTUCKY.DEFENDANTS,
159.4144 fir op isVERNON'S
air:Kemal message te
ULTIMATE
CARD Of
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
brightee yew 611.
By virtue of a Judgement and Order of
WESTERN
Cbildreo's tope 759 THANKS
CARD OF
Sale in the above styled action rendered at
4445.
WORLD
THANKS
Ws tils family of
the January 24th Term thereof 1963, in the
kind eiprelabove cause, and its cost therein I shall
Janes McKinney
5
of sympathy
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
wish to express
We aro locati,d
were
deeply apdoor in Murray. Kentucky. to the highest
Watch
for
trend
tl
wer
dcitilloo"
sincere *saki
ted and will
bidder, at public auction on Monday. the
I-.
(•nt.
1,hopp.nq
lways
be
and appreciation
28th day of February, 1963, at One o'clock.
Olympic Plus
act," s from thr
bered by the
P M or thereabouts, upon a credit of 30
to
ii. James,
liorrey, Ry.
amily of Walter
days, the following described property, Io- •Benti of M.,tvir
Jeanie,
Mandy
• CARTER 510040
ray
wa
Lot Number Two (2) in the Freeman •
Johnson Heights Addition to the Town of
Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, plat to
Same of record in the office of the Clerk of
the alloway County Court in Deed Book 96,
at Page 633
Lot herein conveyed being seventy (70)
feet east and west and one hundred fifty
150,feet north and south.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid. and having the force
and effect of a judgement. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with lime
terrne
Frank L Ryan
Master Commoner,
Calloway Circuit Court
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2. Notice
Reminder, Contribute
to your Poittkoi Niro/
on income Tax Return.
00 tor State Pillincol
Party

SO

for

Political Party

Local

MURRAY CABLE TV COMMISSION
WILL HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING ON
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1983, 7:00
P.M., COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL
BUILDING, TO HEAR COMMENTS ON THE
PROPOSED CONTRACT FOR RENEWAL OF
THE CABLE TV FRANCHISE FOR THE CITY OF
MURRAY.
JAMES GARISO
CHAIRMA
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S. Lost and Found

Awe&

Wanted

N.

15. Articles for Sale

"dings for
Lost Black. Tan *AO nat;oriwide int:N.9M's
New
White spayed female no
sales, will train
Beagle Aknspers to the $15000 plus a year For
named rot ''Bouncer ' into call I 312 931 7031
She
small in sire eat I774A
Three years old 190
Reward
Offer exoireS OIL COMPANY
Off shore
OPENING
March 1 1953 436 WI
y,ox, no experience
necessary, start im
'mediate+ y- -33.000 pHs+
per year For intorma
tion call 1 313 920 9361
paychecks
Weekly
$730
Eat 17748
(fully guaranteed)
Responsible older man
full
or
part
working
time at home Weekly with experience in
electrical
appliances
p•ych•cks mailed
directly to yOur frOm Must be honest and able
Cali
Home Office every to deal With public
739 4101
Kirby Sales
Wednesday Start im
and Service
No ex
snediately
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
perience necessary
Do needs mature person
National company
your work right in the for short trips Our
comfort and security of rounding Murray con
We
your Own home Details tact customers
Ira in - -W- Laxand application madesd
Pres
Send your name and Dickerson
American Southwestern Petro
address to
Ft
leum. Box 719
Fidelity Company. Hir
mg Dept 77. 1040 Lone Worth. Tx 76101
Star Dr . New Braun
'fel% TX • 71170
Lady would like to do
Babysitler. near un
housework, reliable
with
sit
to
'verso's,
honest and has re
infant M W F mornings triremes 753 7554
in your home Or ours
Need someone to
739 1939
babysit. 5 days a week.
Computer„Operator gam -To +1)e/1m -for a
located in Murray. sm.yearosil 7534477
Some technical relhfrTY- Wanted, some older
44u444i459 te
to move in with a
required
work shifts and
Older man that can
Send
resume
weekends
cook Phone 753 61117
to P 0 Box 1040J

4.91olpktionest

9.Situaticm Wanted

44. L.Onftif Sale •

For Rot

For rent office space in
Solythside Shopping
reasonaple
Center
rent utilities furnished
Call 7336612 or 7S3 4549
m
alter

Fell SALE
22 /
2
1

inch
RALEIGH
COMPETITION GS.
Mode
Esse1•01.
Meet teredities.
Cal
753-8577 er
753-6025.
As for Kirvie.

32. Apts. For Rent
One bedroom Call 733
Me or 739 475e after
6PM

_

two bedrooms
near downtown
hots
/53 4109 762
Murray
6650 or 436 7644
One bedroom furnished
..B0 to
apt 171 North 1
the
Fe.rgrouncts
No
pets 753 3139
One

M.Home Furnishings

Of

bedroom

One

Antique Wash Basin
with towel bars and
also Pitcher
mirror
and bowl. 1.10 733 9770
lying room couch
(gold and green , solid
aoc/....ec hagideal for den or office
AM FM radio and I
2
p ea e r
Track
speakers cabine( radio
reCordptayer /53 1771

turn.Sr'ell

utilities not .11 11)0(.1
Call 753 3330
Small 2 bedroom lu
near How ta
nisheif
3145 7S3 3949

49 Used Cars
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Deposit
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Vrearn

nu

Maytag portable dryer,
like new, ideal for
baby's washer 753 4591
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753 1173
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11 Vacuum Cleaners

Trucks

23.

S3. Services Offered

53. Servo's Offered

SI.ServicesOffered

iZ4v5tang II 413 OOP Appi.ance repair Anne
Lake Land For ',ale
ed 4P•.<4.4•41.n-t are brands Sget.4/4.4•
rir...11.•
Around 40 acres
vicin•ty of Blood River ,0n.1'on 751 1664 after TaPpen Cal' 753 53,.11
in
aloes from. Lake
3316956 Earl Lovett
Lots of wood front lots
good
197
' (31 ,1} CutiaS%
Appliance ser;
Cleared on road to letke :OM, • 0, AM FM If
dr ler s
Washer
strap
OnS.Oer
5ie•e.0 tape oe,11. free:er
*OU , C!
ref,, uer
/Or
goon C•1: Alter S p m 759 tie In.. heat
Afge lot
ping
n
sma• tray,. Tr," i e. 4569
A i rra"cs
in
.
Cowart
Call Paducah ail 7.45 193 Cutlass Supreme serviced !iv 1311
Asking,10.000
rAF/Pi
'53 6520
91 OT" f.mM
(441,.F 1r•
Nyin ant ,("miller 81 0, atter 3 in
`x
A
E
C
'Or sale . boys north of
'I
I"
\Upreme
t
N.
1'4 3
Jliass
.ciown
in
square
tour,
e...el!t•nt t•clete.'S emi;e' •
D'ue
S
town
Murray
Former
•
•
enie
re lenge
',IA
00
•
location or the Ledger IL
rile'
40*
1)6 26112
e r
r,eyy.,p
,mes
44
'mates
2 or
95
by.' • ^ ; •" ^
Ba.ie.
* re
,
, .• •
des"
••
s• • i •
re,i gas 27 opera,
t I•1
Phone
143
en, . ono.
e
e.
•••••
REAL t'• to,
•, .244 alter Bobs
733 1;:.
rn•n,

dii, the
c'
.
Spacious County • P•seAtr•
vi' ieadinc. to
eet
;•r ed to
Home 3 BR 3 Bate Den mobre nome
re+ ad' ;,'
,
living and sept. Lank One
••-•• 759 96011
wilts fireplace
ot
ypdm din. nu room Rei rhe 'oy •es* se'
on
'St at i•
• '9
nos
,
room and study double Caitoivai Crlynty
'sii,yVuy
5•2
9350
per
o
K0p
‘,/ . I
For sale Electrolux and carport
.Used
1 21:
REALTY
Fitter Queen vacuum Month 753 3309
,
neer'
TPO:
ee'bedroom rbaftS
,
Ctiener (lot!, !Ike
.
Appro..
, 'r•r
P
UP
Cats 749 10CB100,4 Metes OlitOn 94 rot -A-ffm 0^ yir -5
oueranteed
,
-es
r• goCgr- TonOti
West
Avaitable • rn
4101
•s 1
p 'upper
all after
_n ,s 2,C
zeir_
trorn Mu'' i, 1 t
mediately NO Pets $77$ $135 after $g in
per month SISO deposit
Exterminating
air.
P U
rI•• (";sqc
/53 4406 before 6 00P rn
for Sale
new
t 'ere, steer nu
435 4119 after 6 00 P m.
many
*heel%
• • es
F or
,
0" " .• •
Opportunity
Three bedroom house
...tr.'s
Doi, 45 000
..•••• .•
a.
,
OrrYalt. U.
501 S etr) washer dryer
dr
s
Follow Tnru Deli and or
,1 ..•'
.
basement
connection
'mCI
new
tcrr•S
f••••
Building for sale Call
r• On,
!.t'
A •N
and Upstairs $ 185 Per
'Sr .481
793 0373
' 0 ''
Mrs Pena
m o n-ah
I
• •• i•••
N•
1
$ a b
1•11 0 U
11 1 7
For Sale' Small reta.1
Solomon Rte I. Gilbert
inch
IS
0, ye
afire,
excellent
business
Ky 4304.1 or call
swill*
urnt)0
VUCIrlef'S
'• ';
Ifx alion. good potential
1 367 11063 after S PM
• ‘S1 SOO /13 6561_
fun business for 1
bath
bedroom.
7
Throe
•
p,tvate
Write to P
person
1974 Chevrolet 4 *Peel
appliance fireplace
Reasonar.,. ;
Box 101011
drive almost new set of
Miaow 793-3914
1201
heat
electric
arie ,1
u ••
Roberts
12 hundred mudders
Mina Man Industries of
F armer
$380 per Realty Co._••, 1
ails.le - spoke _*Jta.lS.
Tampa. Ficierde. • manmonth 753 3006
ii• 2 runs good SI ISO 753
F our bedrai
utactor of the new Mint
Three bedroom 2 baths
ar garage
.
561/or 753 62/6
Man Wireless Security
pump
fireplace,
heat
n Canter •
19711 Westinghouse golf
System is looking for
C1sri9evmsr o
J liet put
University
block
1
1100.
'r &tr. tor •'
the right people to cart ere ellen?, condi
/53
1914
-733
753
6532
ton Call-753 11164
or
n
introduce their Product
p
Dv°
•*
2649
'Si 6321
To
the state of Ky
Firewood. 322 50 rick
TWO., bedroom house
Dealers and sales
753 3711 after Sp m
$39017
son
of
people wanted! Very
Kerosene heater, self or furnished. 1 mi east
5t
Ciii
164
For in
-on
Iscirksey
147%
profitable
MX
:
s 1,4
,1"
":,
Trolling motor
ar
trade
r 94t.
S9
:It e
1
;
1312 421
4119 1177
formation call
ex< ePent eir..!• t..:04 :
and chain saw 436 7948
4371 or write P 0 Bo+
0111.1,•.
•
:
I I y41 4,
Men's Itod V Neck
4 34 3
Evansv , Ile
••,-;•is
0101,
1980. GS
on
• •
Pre ,
Sweaters $11 95 Car
new
and
ow
Indiana 47711
For Sale
lly dressed
'
tu
digans. 115_95. tiod -calf Call 733 4.676
,
!ha.
dr.ye
Less
•alAr; 414 2$9
Shirts $12 95 Phone
re
Quarter horse
ni.•••
like
miles
/53 1716
•
0
year
7
,
gistered
75)
m
p
00
S
2708
SO to a 65 HP Boat
Rem•nder
Contribute Gelding Call 492 Ill?
good running
Motor
warehouse Ciea-.ng
to your Political Party
condition Call 753 7625 on Income Ta• Return Registered Polled Het
Get Seir -•el N Ft Boston Ana F., Si •
Safe'
beat and •• aiier Ss
Out
years
5
bull
ford
after 4 009 m
Of
.0tOrLYCIVS
..
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$1 00 for State Political
TT
fiberglass
$114f,..`,4
Burley Poundage for '13 Party. SO tor 4,-(cal- excellent herd sir pro
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spec, 4119 7597 atter' 3 nC 9517 .9.230. no war! i•
crop 753 0117i
Political Party
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Two story house. 3
• ass-idea' trod, 136 7$i'
SEASONED
v,ir'aPiâ 753 1071
bedrooms. 2 baths. FIREWOOD Cass John
Pets-Supplies
171 Chevy motor r
minimum 2.000 sq ft
Boyer. /53 03311
',eft ontained dual a •
AKC Saint Bernard 49 Used Cars
Within city limits or 2
Satellite- Receiver Puppies 507 362 4064
SS SA) 173 'Lin1167 Dodge Numile radius thereof
System completely in
• adi ai ',re.. good r , •
AKC registered •••fi a (lean gg•ty
Call 753 9571 after 4p m
stalled * and ready to Doverman puppies
$
n•ng
ar
air „i
ond,tion
watch over SO channels priced to sell
tires $175 136 7306
517$ Were,
' new
15. Articles for Sale
This is- a. "top of the
picking choice 'Se 4511/3 499 1595
line" system. 32.950 We
53. Services Offered
100 amp post and box
eel **tient
1971
Or 753 7637
Buick
for new Mobile Home. have Murray re
ri•ai
condilion
running
aPPLiANCI
Malamute
New ferences Call 502 676 Alaskan
used 3 months
;leen J ICE.
lean inside
snot an
puppies
39130r 502 251 5219
Sears Frigidaire, 19 cu
W est. ngh oust*
nile pet or bumped in back $150
wormed
It 753 7554
Seasoned hardwood. ass .guard dog $50 cash
v•ars
753 76/4
Whi r lpool
_sizes available up to 22 1S3 9390
Pyr,.,
Kirby Vacumn Cleaner
Roalster experience
MGB
0071
Boon, eloPT,
•
all extras, excellent inches $29 rick Green Black and White Border Convertible eirc ellen, Set
condition Call 436 2299 325 rick Delivered and Collie puppies $13 each
Ond-ton Call 74/ 4760 Bob s Apr a', e %.•-•
3476
753
stacked
•
5th
after 5 PM
and vite 202
o ffer Sp m
Call 492 easa
153 4511 '5) ago.,
Prom dresses for Sale. TUCK'S DISCOUNT 'Dachshund puppy. tun weekends
PANELING 'Paneling,
trlOme,
excellent condition
l97} Mercury. Comet.
733956?
blOOded Call
Sites S and 10 Call 100 patterns Exterior
1.16 2715
condition
good
CAI ANiNi.
CARPEt
Retrievers
Siding 2•4's 1 79 No 2 Labrador
7533909
Free Estimates
AKC close out kelt, no alter lp m '
Shingles $11 95'sq
references
Vinyl Rugs 57 95ISC1 ye reaSOndbTe Offer eerlt be Fgt. Sale or Iraq. WA Safisf.ed
Vibe's Steam Cleaning
t Top
with
Camaro
Call 73) 4106
refused
Roiled Roofing
Upholstery Clean•ng
354 664/
E liter ior &
SI 95.- roll
..Lee's Carpet Cleaninu
Interior Door Units
1977 Buick Electra 125
733 MP
Vanities top and Dot
vinyl top all power. air
brif
1971
753
Conc rete blouk
tom Carpet Hwy 45 I
name;
Pardon I
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mi so
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1911 Chevrolet impale basement%
lasentace &
drive ways
19011 SII7 3000
Pb . Oat , Ons
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wheel. sidewaiii I pat•os
tilt
automatic
el
Free
Business Services
Soatisids Curt $q
cruise cOntrol excellent chimney%
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10. Business

Expanding Pepsi Cola
Firm has opening in Ky
and Tenn area for Sales
Management oriented
individuals PersOrts
selected will train under
actual working conditions as well as in the
classroom Sales and or
direct employee super
vision desirable, degree
rnarkettrig • business
"administration or other
related field is
Excellent
preferred
opportunity for advan
cement, good starting
pay and benefits Apply
in person at the Paris
54
Pepsi Cola. Hwy
West. Paris, Tenn. Feb
15 and )6. Sam to Sp m
If unable to apply in
person on these • days.
Tim
send resume to
Elder, Marion Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co . P 0
ill
Box 129. Marion
62959
.101n _the world's no 1
co1nOanY„. NOW taking
Avon applications for
the Barkusburg Rd
area. Coldwater and
several 444 town areas
Call 753 0232 anytime
Mechanic wanted!
NaiSe
Qualifications
certified, electrical and
die.el background
preferred Send resume
Box 10401,
to P 0
Murray
Need woman to live
with elderly lady. re
fererkes required. Call
753 6361
Wanted mechanic, ex
per ienced in front end
alignment essential and
tune up. brakes shocks
Must have own tools
Salary plus COMMIS
siOe Apply to P 0 Box
1040F

•

r

t•
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Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

St( tiC1

•veisee
1111111111111
CiS11111

siert

trial

Ishreects Call vioi it
Rion 75.34115
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24. Miscellaneous

p

'47. Motorcycles

37. Livestock-Supolies

14. Want to Buy

52 Boats Motors

•0010.
0610
1.40
0,0
50
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ItkillrfrotAa

'24
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SWIM 'tag Wulf°
*10 800 110.11SIVILY 0111111NT
1,,. ',en 4 bedroom 1 i both Colonel 4 bet,c..c.,, 1 •"
Pegged her Iwoo6 floors
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NIS 7 dicks Ond loT‘ more I. orock.
tta.
I 3,,,••
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11111111711t1 OCcuPANCII
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to ft new pump Inweiocx 12
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43. Real Estate

ILISI1116
Nome at a reasonobie or.,• thi•-•

13.

NOUSE FOR SALE
Located 14 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

HODGES TAX SERVICE
new repartee isdivulge!, bushiest,
fir. sod ether
retwes. 1101 Pow,
Wormy. 759-1425
isommamesair_

Home Sales

- MOV1NG:SALE Regeletiea Pool Table
with all accessories
Mahe Offer blest
Sill ley Setenlayl
Call 7534200

CROSSFIRE
TV/FM Antennas
front

•:•••••

r
Chsilseilfasta
1olalee1d's

model

3610
Al Chrosel Mesta,A1110046011, Towers,
Rawls,AtutplIners, Itetisteed
Leedom Antenna hOon.84•citunr.

A BIG 30%
4:0666 Our Prices Wen You Bey.
ILmort hisballsOme Wilk 23Y.tsp.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND Tv
Y. w

l.reneral Electric Dealer In Murray
. IA0.11A11141

1.11.11 ,

••••••••• ()ant,
,
i,,, r,',

IWO. 3 bedroom. 1'
bath. S5.000 Call 492
1177
74144 Three bedroom 2
bath 1500 and take over
payment with approved
Call /53 7150
credit
days. ask for • Bert
Jones After 5.753 5176

N.Mobile Home Rentals
Al? or 3 BR, newly
furnished, natural gas
or electric heal. Sheds,
Oaks 753 5709
Nice 7 bedroom trailer
mar Murray NO prS
41/9-71i11
Trailer for Rent See
Brandon Dill. Dills
Trailer Ct Murray. Ky
Very nice three bed
room unfurnished
Mobile Nome. water.
/appliances furnished.
Couple only, no pots.

garden saes
DM.

Cali 4/12

31. Baines Robb
Mtn Sunday for rent
marts I. central air and
twat. Dixieland Center.
Chestnut Street Dirac
Odteic•nt

10

MU)

campus. Call. 753 $018
at* tb.

liturray, Unitedly
752-4451

WALLIS DRUG

Realty
Olfko GM se Coast
•illeeert4renleereadier•
Illeleble Wylie Mese I NO
1917 Caideretor eked
Mierrey. Ileseesay 470/1
(NV 713 1116
Aceyeme
101 t. AMNON
9.444,
Wooed & Deeded
Three bedroom. 2 bath
house on IS acres, large
stable. outbuildings ail
tittatste, newt/ tenced
with ponds located on
1316. 7 miles east of 641
N Priced in the 130's
Call 137 4473 for
appointment
REALTORS
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Contemporary religious thoughts...

Noel Curd's
funeral rites
this morning

Growing edge of Abraham Lincoln revealed in how he reacted to events

By THOMAS G.SMALL skinny boy was going to self-taught all of his We:
Pastor Good Shepherd
meet many challenges of but he never, let me
Martin's Chapel
life before and after he repeat, never stopped his
There is one among crossed the Ohio River. It desire to learn.
Services for Noel Curd
As the years went by,
were today at 11 am in many characteristics of has been said that George
the chapel of J H Chur- our Kentucky born Washington crossing the the Lincoln, moved to IIchill Funeral Home Jphn Abraham Lincoln that Potomac River was no linois, settling along the
Dale officiated. Jerry comes to my attenlion on greater than Abe Lincoln Sangamon River His
famous quote in New
Bolls directed singers Feb 12, 1963 Abe Lincoln crossing the Ohio River
Lincoln had many Salem, Sangamon Counfrom Seventh and Poplar kept a growing edge He
was born in a one room obstacles to overcome ty, Illinois. was "I am
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Gene logrcabin in the brush- Although he only had one young and unknown to
McDougal. Webb covered hilLs bordering year of formal education, you"
According to Paul M
Caldwell, Joe Thornton, Nolin Creek Tom Lin- he would read everything
a
his
father,
was
coln.
get
his
hands
on,
Anger,
no defection hit
he
could
Charles Olree, Glen
thickset frontiersman
the Bible. Aesop's New Salem harder than
Gibbs and Jim Wilson
Lincoln's ,first Fables, Robinson Crusoe, that of Abraham Lincoln.
Honorary pallbearers
were Earl Nanny, Frank memories were of Pilgrim's Progress, the The saddle-bags he filled
one April day in 1637 were
Hargis and deacons of the another farm close to the Statutes of Indiana etc
He woulf) walk hun- as light as his purse, but
Seventh and Poplar fertile valley of Knobb
Church of Christ where Creek Here he roamed dreds of miles just to bor- in spite of his lack of
the woods and creeks and row books and return money he was the town's
Mr Curd was a member
Burial was in Green valleys He was a nature them One time when he most prominent citizen
lover, looking for adven- borrowed a book from a its postmaster until the
Plain('ernetery
Mr Curd, 96, died ture It was said that a neighbor, a life of removal of-the office, its
Wednesday at Veterans friend laved him from Washington, it became one lawyer, its member
Administration Hospital. the s.wollen waters of damaged through ex- of the state legislative.
posure to rain, and he had With Lincoln gone the
Marion, Ill He served in Knobb Creek
Nancy Hanks Lincoln. to pull fodder for three decline of New Salem
the Army in 1-917 during
mother of Ala- 1.incoln. days to pay for it He became inevitable
World War I
It was in 1646 that LinHe is survived by a was the person who had a learned young in life that
sister-in-law, Mrs. great impact on his life a poor man's honor was coln was elected to ConHouston G Curd, and For a woman of her tune, his word Thus the name, gress. One historian says
'several nieces and she was edin ated She "Honest Abe" came into that when Lincoln went to
was a (;od fearing Women being
Congress he was renephew s
who no doubt read the hoHe spent long hours quested to fill out a paper.
to young Abe
Is
reading and trying to Opposite "education"
Abe Lincoln N as horn teach himself arithmetic Lincoln put "defective."
of p(mr parents One without the tune of the
During his term as Conhistorian remarks that Hickory Stick. He had to gressman, he came
aS not at'his • 7t •
work in the fields and the across the word
eviental He was ii'it bea-ri forests with his hands; "demonstrate" ind we
in an ipportune tune of but he was much more in- are told read through five
Willie ft King, 68, Hi 3,
history lie never got the tereSted in words and books of Euclid, that is
Bardwell, died Thursday
breaks This young long - ideas. He was largely Plane Geometry. In this
at Ha WI'S Nursing Home.
Fulton
A retired farmer, he
N as a member of the
Mississippi Baptist
WOODMEN BLDG. MURRAY 753 9476
('hurch in I 'arlisle County
Nnit of the AAmentan
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS
p-gion Horn Dee 9, 1894,
- heas th-e von:4111w late
Mr and Mrs John
K in
Goodyear
291
‘ 41.
Stock Market Furnished by First of
Survivors are his:lwif-e..
Michigan
Gulf 011
Mrs Irene Foster King,
97'. • 111
IBM
to whom he was married Industrial Average
•4
J (' Penney
55
on Aug 1, 1917, one
Jerico
25/3. 25',,A,
daughter, Mrs Barbara
Air Products
4:P. uri
46,4 • 1-•
Johnson 8• Johnson
Wilkinson. New Concoril.
American Motors
776 un
K Mart
four sons, Billy King, J
Ashland
28
Mary Kay Cosm
61'. • P•
King and Lowell King, all
American Telephone
681.
. 35Lo +L.
Penwalt
of Bardwell, and Virgil
Chrysler
.
16'4
Quaker Oats
46I-s +'.
King, Arlington.
Dupont .
41.'s
Texaco
3P4 +
Alsn surviving are one
Ford
3934 unc
U,S. Tobacco
234 -54
.sister. Mrs.-Lizzie
. 1.
G A
Wel Mart
4,914 +.
brother,
Met:re, and one
General I /y namn•s
41'15 -111
Wendy's
Johnny King. both of
General Motors
623w t Lot
Wetterau
18'113. 1114.A.
Wickliffe. 12 grand1:eneral Tire
33% - 114
children. four' -great..
Goodrich
('
Yield
32 4 I•
.....8.52
grambJuldren

Willie King,
father local
woman, dies

MORRIS BILBREY

book of Plane Geometry,
at the end of every proposition you would have
Q.E.D., Quad Erat
Demonstrandum which
means "which was to be
demonstrated. To the
mathematician this
means the proof becomes
obvious. Lincoln often
said that no man is able to
talk well unless, first of
all, he defines what he is
talking about
As the years went by
Lincoln keeps on the
growing edge. He kept a
positive attitude concerning Pus relationship to his
family life social life and
friends, his political
career and his law practice
His love for truth and
the common ordinary

person was best il- -Every kingdom divided Lincoln was a man who
lustrated by his wife, against itself is brought loved God,loved learning
Mary Lincoln, "My hus- to desolation; a house and new ideas, and he
band was truth itself." divided against a house loved people. 0, God,
Although Lincoln's talleth." Biblical allu- send us such people, who
popularity was increas- Man in his published keep on the growing edge
ing he never used his papers and recorded cow and who keep on the
abilities and. talents to versations numbered "sunny side of life" based
make himself anything almost four score and are on the Holy Bible.
else than what he was - taken from 72 different Abraham Lincoln belongs
modest, uneducated, and books of the Old and New to the ages, because be
belonged to the Rock of
unculturecr
Testaments.
As this man kept on the
In summary, Abraham Ages.
growing edge of life, he
was an ardent reader of
the Holy Scriptures. Can- $111.6.4411110
cernmg his strong faith
and belief in the Holy Bible he once said, "I have
never denied the truth of
the Scriptures."
He read and often
quoted the JudeoChristian Scriptures. It
still is approved). For example. Luke 11:17 says,

olentine's Da

We'll say itvin a special
way for you!

Boy dies from gunshot wound
OAKLEY, Calif. (API
"I can't stand another
day of school and
especially another
minute without televiiuon." the scribbled note
said.
It was found next to the
body of Geruiro Garcia, a
lonely. overweight 13year-ol(l who shot himself
with his father's revolver
rather than give up the
safe world of television
for a troubled life at a
new school, his family
says.
know I've been a lot
of trouble and I'm sorry,"
the youth __wrote in the

note, which was
translated and read to his
Spanish-speaking parents
by a coroner's investigator
"Please tell my
classmates what happened and watch if they are
sad or if they laugh. But
that's obvious. I never
really had any friends."
The boy left the note
and killed himself with a
single shot to the head on
Jan. 26, according to a
Conti% Costa County coroner's report.
Genaro shot himself
just hours after his father
had removed the television from his.son's room.

O pen Sunday,
Feb. 13th

For Your Convenience
Free City Delivery

Call 753-9514
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17.3

audios st,
Murray
•

Stock market

The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p in in the
chapel of Isaacs Funeral
Home, Arlington_ The
Bev David Stephenson
and the Rev Alvin York
will officiate
Pallbearers will be
David King of Murri6,
Leland King, James
King. William King.
Timothy King and Mark
King,all of Bardwell
Burial will follow in the
Arlington Cemetery
Friends Indy call at the
funeral home

Lineman
electrocuted
FE(FIX)NIA, Ky t Al'
A lineman for a
Madisonville construction company was electrocuted Wednesday morning when a utility pole
he was helping to set
came into contact with a
power line
The victim was identified as Clevie Carroll
Stewart, 41, of Manitou
Stewart was part of a
Wilbani G Groves Construction Co. crew setting
a pole at Kentucky 641
and Kentucky 91.
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*A Hershey candy kiss, you rascal, you.
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Make it your business to know about your home!

MONDAY,FEBRUARY 28
.
.
- PROFILE.83"accentuates
the positive" ot Murray and Calloway County

Many facts of business. labor, incktstry. and agriculture will be
dealt with. Useful information and facts promoting Murray and
Calloway County

Business People:
This is Your perfect opportunity for effective far-reacting
advertising. Ad doodling is Thursday. Feb. 24. Copy Ond layout

service is free. Coll now. 753-1916.
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